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ANTIQUATES – FINE & RARE BOOKS

1) A FARMER. Hints to landlords and tenants in the neighbourhood of
doncaster.
Doncaster. Published by C. and J. White; and J. Ridgway, 1827. First edition.
8vo. [4], 57pp, [3]. With half-title and terminal publisher's advertisement leaf.
Original publisher's drab paper wrappers, later typed lettering-piece to upper panel.
Extremities marked and creased, spine a trifle chipped. Lightly dust-soiled.
A scarce, provincially published pamphlet bemoaning the lot of farmworkers;
in particular fluctuating corn prices and the high cost of land rental. The author (a
tentative attribution has been made to Sir William B. Cooke by the British Library)
laments that 'all classes of the community seem arrayed against the poor miserable
Farmer...the great objects that the capitalists and commercial interest appear to have
at present, are, to set every Landlord against his Tenant, and every Tenant against his
Landlord; and the Clergymen of the parish against both.' Though nominally
addressed to agriculturalists in the region of Doncaster, our 'Farmer' argues, with
great rationale, that 'the great interest of the state, - agriculture, manufactures, and
commerce - are so intimately combined, that one cannot suffer without
corresponding injury to the other', and implores all those connected to the working
of the land to, in a somewhat communitarian appeal, to 'consider ourselves as
belonging to one family, the members of which can only thrive by the assistance they
derive from each other.'
COPAC locates copies at three locations (BL, Senate House, and Sheffield). OCLC
adds Duke, NYPL, and Kansas.
£ 200

PRESENTATION COPY
2)

ALISON, Archibald. The life of John Duke of Marlborough
with some account of his contemporaries and of the war of the
succession.
Edinburgh and London. William Blackwood and Sons, 1852. Second
edition.
8vo. In two volumes. xx, 450, 24; xiv, 476pp. With publisher's
catalogue to rear of volume I, and an engraved portrait
frontispiece to each volume. Original publisher's brown cloth,
gilt. Light rubbing, spines sunned, corners bumped. Sporadic
foxing, occasional slight loss to margins, short marginal tears to
P5 and P6 of volume I - just touching text but with no loss of
sense. Bookplate of Lord Raglan and recent armorial bookplate
of Cefntilla to FEP of each volume. Presentation copy, inscribed
in ink to recto of FFEP, 'From the author'.
A presentation copy of British Army officer Sir Archibald
Alison's (1826-1907) authoritative life of John Churchill, 1st
Duke of Marlborough (1650-1722) and the events of the War
of the Spanish Succession.
£ 250
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AN ADMIRAL’S COPY
3)

ALLEN, Joseph. Memoir of the life and services of admiral sir
william hargood...
Greenwich. Printed for Private Circulation Only, by Henry S. Richardson,
1841. First edition.
8vo. xii, [2], 296pp. With an engraved portrait frontispiece, and two
engraved plates. Original publisher's green cloth, stamped in gilt and
blind. Slight loss to head of sunned spine, a trifle marked. Armorial
bookplate of Sir G. E. Hamond to FEP, alongside the ownership
inscription: 'Vice Admiral / Sir Graham E. Hamond', very
occasional light spotting.
A biography of naval officer Sir William Hargood (1762-1839),
printed for private circulation, compiled under the direction of
Lady Hargood by Joseph Allen. Hargood served with distinction
throughout the American War of Independence, the French
Revolutionary War, and Napoleonic Wars - notably commanding
the HMS Belleisle at the Battle of Trafalgar.
Sir Graham Eden Hamond (1779-1862), respected naval officer
notable for his commands during the French Revolutionary and
Napoleonic Wars. Following a distinguished career, including a
period serving as Commander-in-Chief, South American Station,
Hamond would attain the rank of Admiral of the Fleet.
£ 600

SATIRE ON WOMEN'S FASHION
4) [ANASTATIC PRINTING]. The Decline and Fall
of [hoops] in The Roman Empire.
[s.i.]. T.W., 1860. First edition.
Square 8vo. 24ff. Cover title, with 24 anastatically printed
illustrations, with lengthy captions Original publisher's stiff
printed boards, pebbled cloth spine. Slightly rubbed to
extremities, loss to surface of lower corner, lower board. Some
spotting and damp-staining to text. From the Anastatic collection
of Edward J. Law, with his bookplates to FEP.
A rare comic work simultaneously satirising women's
fashion and the Catholic Church of Pope Pius IX, under
whose orders hooped skirts are - the reader finds - banned
because they constrain wearers from entering the confessional.
Although published anonymously, Princeton make tentative
attribution of this work Emily 'Lille' Maingay (1837-1890).
COPAC locates only three copies in British libraries
(Birmingham, NAL and NLW); OCLC adds five elsewhere
(Emory, Georgetown, Monash, Princeton and Texas).
£ 200
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5)

ANTONINUS, Augustus. Antonini Iter Britanniarum
commentariis illustratum Thomae Gale, S. T. P. nuper
Decani Ebor. Opus posthumum revisit, auxit, edidit R.
G. Accessit anonymi Ravennatis Britannae chorographia,
Cum Autographo Regis Galliae Mso. & codice Vaticano
collata; Adjiciuntur conjecturae plurimae, cum nominibus
locorum Anglicis, quotquot iis assignari potuerint.
Londini [i.e. London]. Impensis M. Atkins in Coemeterio D.
Pauli, 1709. First edition.
Quarto. [2], x, viii, 151pp, [17]. With an engraved folding
map and two folding plates. Handsomely bound in
nineteenth century red morocco, gilt. Minor wear to
extremities. Internally clean and crisp, a fine copy.
A posthumously published commentary by
antiquary Thomas Gale (1635/6-1702) on the
Antonine Itinerary of Britain. The Antonini Iter
Britanniarum, a collection of survey documents assembled
during the reign of Emperor Antoninus Pius (86-161),
provides a map of the Roman roads that crossed the
country, to which Gale adds information on Roman
artefacts and antiquities discovered from the era. The
work would see three further editions throughout the
eighteenth century.
ESTC T90299.
£ 500

ASSOCIATION COPY
6) ARMSTRONG, Edmund
J[ohn]. The life and letters of Edmund J.
Armstrong.
London. Longmans, Green, And Co., 1877. First
edition.
8vo. xvii, 565pp, [3]. With half-title, a
photographic portrait frontispiece, an
additional engraved title, and a terminal
advertisement leaf. Original publisher's green
cloth, lettered in gilt. Slightest of rubbing.
Internally clean and crisp. Presentation copy,
inscribed in ink to half-title; 'Marie E. Wrixon
/ from / George F. Armstrong / September,
1878'.
An association copy of the hagiographic biography of Irish poet Edmund John Armstrong (1841-1865), compiled by his
brother George Francis Armstrong (1845-1906). In 1879 the latter Armstrong married Marie Elizabeth Wrixon to whom this
copy was presented, presumably as a gift during courtship.
£ 100
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7) [ARTHUR RACKHAM]. MOORE, Clement C. The night
before christmas.
London. George G. Harrap & Co. Ltd, [1932]. Second edition.
8vo. 35pp, [3]. With four colour plates illustrated by Arthur Rackham and
numerous line illustrations. Title in red and black. Original publisher's red
cloth boards, lettered in black. Light rubbing to extremities, a trifle sunned.
Decorated endpapers, very light foxing throughout.
American author Clement Clarke Moore’s (1779-1863) classic Christmas
tale, sumptuously illustrated by Arthur Rackham (1867-1939).
£ 200

THE LOVELACE COPY
8)

BAILLY, [Jean Sylvian]. Lettres sur l'origine des sciences, et sur celle
des peuples de l'asie, Adressees a M. de Voltaire par M. Bailly, &
precedes de quelques Lettres de M. de Voltaire a l'Auteur.
A Londres et A Paris. Chez M. Elmesly, Chez De Bure, 1777.
8vo. [4], 348pp. Contemporary sheep, morocco lettering-piece.
Rubbed, with some surface loss, small worm-holes and slight loss to
foot of spine. Ink-stamp to FEP of Ben Damph Forest, the family
library of the Earls of Lovelace, alongside ink inscription of 'King',
marginal worming to latter half of text-block.
A collection of 10 letters addressed to Voltaire by astronomer and
politician, Jean Sylvain Bailly (1739-1793). In his Histoire de
l'astronomie ancienne (1775) Bailly had argued that antediluvian
astronomy had far surpassed the knowledge of contemporary
astronomers. This staunchly argued opinion had brought the author
into conflict with Voltaire, and his more enlightened and progressive
philosophies, resulting in the publication of both Lettres sur l'origine des
sciences (Paris-London, 1777) and the similar Lettres sur l'Atlantide de
Platon (Paris-London, 1778).
ESTC N19445.
£ 200
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NAPOLEONIC PHYSICIAN ON SCURVY
9) BALME, [Claude]. Traite historique et
pratique du scorbut, chez l'homme et les animaux...
A Lyon. Chez L'Auteur et al., 1819. First edition.
8vo. [6], 336pp. With half-title. Recent decorated paper
boards, contrasting red morocco lettering-piece.
Extremities a trifle rubbed. Foxed. From the library of
British physiologist John Yudkin (1910-1995), with his
bookplate to FEP. Presentation copy, inscribed by the
author to head of half-title.
A fine presentation copy of a study of the historical
treatment of scurvy in humans and animals by
French physician Claude Balme (1766-1850), who is
notable for his service under Napoleon during the
Egyptian campaign (1798-1801).
£ 250

LUXURY BREWING
10) [BARNARD, Alfred]. The maltings, great grimsby.
[Excerpted from Noted Breweries of Great Britain &
Ireland].
[London]. [s.n., Joseph Causton & Sons], [s.d., c.1890s].
Quarto. 40pp. With reproductions of 12 line drawings
and a single photographic illustration. Finely bound in
publisher's full calf, gilt, with elaborate titling design
from the original work featuring on the upper board,
above the lettering 'The Maltings, Great Grimsby'.
A.E.G., marbled endpapers. Slightest of rubbing to
extremities, else a crisp copy.
A rare, luxury production (presumably for the
brewery, perhaps to present as gifts?) of a
reprinted excerpt, from the fourth volume of
Alfred Barnard's magisterial late Victorian
illustrated tour of Noted Breweries of Great
Britain & Ireland (London, 1889-91), of a single
Lincolnshire producer. The Maltings, Great
Grimsby, Lincolnshire, were owned by Messrs.
Soames & Son, who discovered 'the value to brewers
of the use of a proportion of malt made from thin,
bright, sun-ripened barleys which are grown in
Smyrna, Algeria, and other similar districts...of the
greatest benefit to the mash-tub results. By assisting,
as they do, the draining of the "goods", the secure the
greatest possible extract, and thus form an extremely
economical malt'.
Rare; COPAC locates no copies in British libraries,
OCLC records a copy at Chicago.
£ 375
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11) [BATTY, Beatrice Braithwaite]. Some oxford customs. By Bee
Bee.
London. Swan Sonnenschein, Lowry & Co., 1888. First edition.
8vo. [4], 116pp. Original publisher's printed paper boards, recently rebacked in
black cloth. A trifle rubbed and browned. Recent endpapers, occasional light
spotting.
The first edition of an entertaining guide to the more obscure customs of the
city of Oxford, including the May-Day celebrations at Magdalen, the boar's
head procession of Christmas day, and the charms of the St. Giles' fair.
COPAC records a single copy (BL).
£ 50

PRESENTATION COPY
12) BELSHAM, Thomas. A discourse, occasioned by the death of the
right hon. charles james fox, delivered at the unitarian chapel in
essex-street, October 12, 1806.
London. Printed by R. Taylor and Co., 1806. First edition.
8vo. [4], 31pp, [1]. Uncut in original publisher's blue paper wrappers,
later typed paper lettering-piece to upper panel. A trifle marked.
Internally clean and crisp. Presentation copy, inked inscription to
upper panel; 'From the Author / to R. R. Milnes Esq.'
A presentation copy of an impassioned and laudatory eulogy
on the death of prominent Whig statesman, and resolute rival
of William Pitt the Younger, Charles James Fox (1749-1806),
delivered by Unitarian minister Thomas Belsham (1750-1829).
We have been unable to locate any copies of this first edition;
COPAC locates copies of the second edition at four locations.
£ 200
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FIRST IRISH EDITION
13) [BERINGTON, Simon]. The memoirs of Signor Gaudentio di
Lucca....
Dublin. Re-printed by, and for George Faulkner, 1738. First Irish edition.
12mo. xii, 310pp, [2]. Contents leaf misbound at end. Contemporary calf,
recently rebacked. Boards rubbed. Inked ownership inscription of 'J. D. Nesbitt'
to head of title-page, very occasional spotting and light marginal damp-staining.
The first Dublin printed edition of an entirely fictional tale originally
written in English by Simon Berington (1680-1755), despite the author's
claim to have been translated from Italian documents in the possession of the
Inquisition. The novel imagines the blessed land of Mezzorania in uncharted
Africa and recounts the residency of protagonist di Lucca within the city of
Phor - the structure of which is presumably informed by the utopian 'Civitas
Solis' of Tommaso Campanella. In excess of 10 editions, in English, French, and
German, were published between first publication in 1737 and the author's
death.
ESTC T155079.
£ 350

SIGNED BY BETJEMAN
14) BETJEMAN, John. High and low.
London. John Murray, 1966. First edition.
8vo. x, 81pp, [1]. With half-title. Original publisher's yellow cloth,
lettered in gilt, printed paper dustwrapper. Very light marking to
extremities, dustwrapper a trifle chipped, spine panel sunned. Internally
clean and crisp. Signed by the author to title-page.
The first edition, signed by the author, of John Betjeman's (19061984) High and Low - a collection of 'Haunting Cornish landscapes,
light ballads with Irish settings, threnodies personal and moving'.
£ 150
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ORIGINAL BOARDS
15) BEWICK, Thomas. A Supplement to the History of British
Birds. The Figures Engraved on Wood By T. Bewick..
Newcastle. Printed By Edward Walker….for T. Bewick, 1821. First
edition.
8vo. Two volumes bound as one, as issued. [2], 46pp, [2]. [2],
43pp, [1]. Original publis’er's drab paper boards, printed
paper lettering-piece to upper board. A trifle rubbed and
marked, slight splitting to lower joint, else a crisp copy. Later
inked gift inscription to verso of FFEP,.
An unsophisticated copy of wood-engraver Thomas
Bew’ck's (1753-1828) supplement to his most enduring
publication, the two volumes of the History of British birds first
printed 1797-1804. Bewick had by 1821 gathered much new
material due to his reading of, amongst other works,
Mont’gu's Ornithological Dictionary, which inspired the
compilation of this supplement that significantly extends his
earlier editions.
£ 350

16) BIBLE - N.T., English]. The new testament of our lord and
saviour jesus christ...
Cambridge. Printed By John Archdeacon, Printer to the University; And sold by John,
Francis, & Charles Rivington, 1786.
Unpaginated. ESTC T195673, Darlow and Moule 1296.
[Bound with:] [PSALMS - SCOTTISH CHURCH]. The psalms of david in
metre... Glasgow. Printed by J. and M. Robertson, 1793. Unpaginated. ESTC
T89246.
[And:] Translations and paraphrases in verse of several passages of sacred
scripture... Glasgow. Printed for J. Dickson, 1793. 19pp, [1]. Not in ESTC.
12mo. Contemporary blind-ruled red morocco wallet-binding, metal clasp,
A.E.G. Extremities rubbed. Marbled endpapers, contemporary inked
ownership inscription to recto of front blank fly-leaf; 'John Dollar / 1796',
slight loss to margins of leaves H7 and K2 of N.T., without rear blank fly-leaf,
lightly toned.
A handsomely bound Georgian edition of the New Testament printed in
Cambridge, paired with a Glasgow-printed edition of the Psalms of David
authorised for use by the Church of Scotland - and an apparently unrecorded
printing of Kirk approved hymns for use in Presbyterian worship.
£ 150
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17)

[BIBLE - English, Authorized Version]. The holy bible, containing
the old and new testaments...
Oxford. Printed at the University Press, 1853.
12mo. [1280]pp. Handsomely bound in contemporary navy velvet,
boards edged with decorative gilded metal, gilded metal clasp, A.E.G.
Metalwork a trifle tarnished. Ornate silk panels pasted to recto of FFEP
and verso of RFEP, internally immaculate.
A lavishly bound Victorian edition of the King James Bible printed by
the Oxford University Press.
£ 150

A HANDBAG?
18) [BIBLE, English Authorised version]. The holy bible,
containing the old and new testaments:
translated out of the original tongues:
and with the former translations
diligently compared and revised, by his
majesty's special command. Appointed
to be read in churches.
Oxford. Printed at the University Press, 1875.
16mo. Dimensions 190 x 120mm.
[588]ff. With frontispiece map, and two
further inserted maps. Handsomely
bound in contemporary limp hard-grain
morocco, yapp edges, titled in gilt, with
two gilt-metal clasps, connected via a
metal chain of links, which when clasped
forms a handle. Slightly rubbed/cracked
to extremities, slight discolouration to
FFEP, Victorian ink inscription to blank
fly-leaf, else a fine copy.
An unusual Victorian 'handbag' binding, with a strong handle presumably intended to allow the book to be carried, and extended
yapp edges to protect the page-edges. The clasps are stamped 'OXFORD' and 'Regd. 25 June 1875', perhaps indicating a patent
for this unusual style of binding.
£ 300
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19)

[BIBLE - English, Authorized Version]. The holy bible, containing the old and new testaments...
Oxford. Printed at the Clarendon Press, by Bensley, Cooke, and Collingwood, 1814. Stereotype edition.
752, 184, [2], 755-976pp. With the apocrypha. NT has a separate dated title-page.
[Together with:] [LITURGY - English]. The book of common prayer, and the administration of the sacraments... London.
Published for John Reeves...Sold by G. and W. Nicol, 1801. Unpaginated.
[Bound with:] [PSALTER - English]. BRADY, N[icholas] TATE, N[ahum]. A new version of the psalms of david...
London. Printed by C. Whittingham, for H. D. Symonds, 1796. 91pp, [5].
[And:] [VICKERS, William]. A companion to the altar; shewing the nature and necessity of a sacramental preparation, in order
to our worthy receiving the holy communion: to which are added prayers and meditations. London. Printed by John Jarvis, 1791.
52pp. ESTC T182594.
8vo and 12mo. Handsomely bound in contemporary richly gilt-tooled red straight-grain morocco, A.E.G. Extremities rubbed.
Internally clean and crisp. Morocco book-labels of Jane Peel to FEPs, recent book-labels stating 'Heirloom of Sir Mervyn Peel,
K.B.E. 1929' to REPs.
A sumptuously bound set of devotional works consisting of the King James Version Bible and Anglican liturgy, from the library
of Sir Mervyn Peel (1856-1929), once in the possession of his ancestor Jane Peel (b.1825), daughter of Tory politician William
Yates Peel (1789-1858) - the brother of Prime Minister Sir Robert Peel (1788-1850).
£ 375
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20) [BLACKBURNE, Francis]. Remarks on johnson's life of milton.
To which are added, milton's tractate of education and areopagitica.
London. [s.i.], 1780. First edition.
8vo. vi, 369 [i.e. 381pp, [1]. Pp.161*-172* inserted between pp.160161. With an engraving by Basire at the head of leaf B1 depicting the
arms of Gabriel Manigault of South Carolina. Contemporary calf,
contrasting red morocco lettering-piece, spine richly gilt. Rubbed,
recently neatly rebacked to style with contemporary spine laid-on.
Recent book-label of J. O. Edwards to FEP, front blank fly-leaf
detached, else internally clean and crisp.
The first separate edition of Church of England clergyman Francis
Blackburne's (1705-1787) vitriolic attack of Samuel Johnson's
(1709-1784) biography of Milton, as found in his The lives of the English
poets (Dublin, 1779-81), which the former viewed as stain upon the
pious poet's moral character tainted by Johnson's own political bias.
Blackburne's highly critical analysis initially appeared as a part of his
Memoirs of Thomas Hollis (London, 1780), a life of his friend and patron
who likely produced this privately printed version at his own expense.
ESTC T83924.
£ 325

21) BRAMAH, Ernest. The wallet of kai lung.
London. Grant Richards Ltd., 1923.
8vo. Limited edition, number 131 of 200 copies signed by the
author. xi, [1], 299pp, [1]. With a half-title. Original publisher's tan
cloth-backed grey paper boards, contrasting black morocco
lettering-piece, printed paper dust-wrapper. Very slight chipping
and a little browning to dustwrapper, light browning to endpapers,
else clean and crisp.
A signed, limited edition of the first book in Ernest Bramah's
(1868-1942) Kai Lung series. First printed in 1900, The Wallet of Kai
Lung collects a series of tales, in the manner of Arabian Nights,
centred around an itinerant Chinese sage - ostensibly translated
from Mandarin.
£ 300
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22) BRAMAH, Ernest. Kai lung's golden hours.
London. Grant Richards Ltd., 1924.
8vo. Limited edition, number 131 of 200 copies signed by the
author. xv, [1], 306pp, [2]. With a half-title. Original publisher's
tan cloth-backed grey paper boards, contrasting black morocco
lettering-piece, printed paper dust-wrapper. Very slight chipping
and light browning to dustwrapper, light browning to
endpapers, else clean and crisp.
A signed, limited edition of the second book in Ernest
Bramah's (1868-1942) Kai Lung series, first printed in 1922.
£ 200

23) BRAMAH, Ernest. Kai lung unrolls his mat.
London. The Richards Press Ltd., 1928. First edition.
8vo. vii, [1], 344p. With a half-title. Original publisher's green
cloth, lettered in black, top edge dyed green, pictorial
dustwrapper. Very light shelf-wear, dustwrapper lightly dustsoiled and a trifle chipped, with a couple of short tears.
Internally immaculate.
The first edition of the third book in Ernest Bramah's (18681942) Kai Lung series.
£ 250
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24) [BRIDGES, Robert Seymour]. The growth of love. A poem in
twenty-four sonnets.
London. Ewd. Bumpus, 1876. First edition.
8vo. [28]pp. Original publisher's printed paper wrappers, housed in
later custom blue cloth gate-fold case. Extremities toned, chipping
to spine, paper label residue to upper panel, short tear to lower
panel. Very occasional light dust-soiling, armorial bookplate to case
of Oliver Brett.
A rare survival of the first edition in original state of the first
published work of poet Robert Seymour Bridges (1844-1930).
An indirect account of a love affair resulting from a tour of Italy,
the romantic poem was later extended by Bridges from 24 to 79
sonnets for the two Daniel Press editions of 1889 and 1890
respectively.
£ 300

JACOBITE GRAND TOUR, WITHDRAWN FROM SALE
25) [BROMLEY, William]. Remarks in the Grand Tour of France
and Italy. Perform'd by a Person of Quality, In the Year, 1691...to which is
added A Table of the Principal Matters.
London. Printed for John Nutt, 1705. Second edition.
8vo. [12], 250pp, [6]. Contemporary panelled speckled calf, paper label with
title in manuscript to spine. Slight rubbing and soiling to extremities.
The memoirs of the European travels of House of Commons speaker,
William Bromley (bap. 1663, d. 1732). When first printed in 1692 the
work caused a deal of controversy for being both pro-Catholic and proJacobite in tone, and for the subtle criticisms of the reign of William and
Mary of Orange - Bromley being decidedly unconvinced by the legitimacy of
the regime of William of Orange. As a result all unsold copies were
withdrawn from sale.
ESTC T116352.
£ 500
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LEEDS PRINTED FIG TREES
26) BUNYAN, John. The barren fig tree: or, the doom and downfall of the
fruitless professor: shewing That the Day of Grace may be past with him long
before his Life is ended. The Signs also by which such miserable Mortals may be
known.
Leeds. Printed for J. Binns, 1793.
12mo. 142pp. Contemporary blind-tooled sheep. Extremities worn, some surface
loss to boards, loss to head and foot of spine, splitting to joints. Nineteenthcentury inked ownership inscription to FEP, occasional light spotting.
A Leeds printed edition of John Bunyan's (bap. 1628, d.1688) sermon on
Luke 13:6-9, first printed in 1673, expressing evangelical concerns regarding
religious complacency and the disrepute brought to the Christian faith by the
lifestyles of gathered church members.
ESTC T58770.
£ 200

ORIGINAL BOARDS
27) BURROWES, J[ohn] F[reckleton]. The thorough-base primer:
containing explanations and examples of the rudiments of harmony;
with fifty exercises.
London. Published for the Author, by Chappel and Co....and Clementi and
Co., 1819. Second edition.
12mo. viii, 92, 36pp, [4]. With two terminal advertisement leaves.
Original publisher's printed drab paper boards. Rubbed, chipping to
head of spine, splitting to upper joint. Contemporary ownership
inscription to verso of FFEP, very short marginal tear to leaf E1,
else internally clean and crisp.
John Freckleton Burrowes (1787-1852), composer, and for nearly
40 years organist at St. James's, Piccadilly. A student of William
Horsely, to whom this book is dedicated, Burrowes had published
The Piano-Forte Primer (1818) ,a remarkably successful work to which
this The Thorough-Base Primer is the natural companion. As with its
predecessor the work is framed in the manner of catechism, and
met with similar approbation - exceeding 50 editions by the close of
the nineteenth-century.
£ 200
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LOVELACE FAMILY COPY
28) BYRON, Lord [Gordon George]. Childe Harold's
Pilgrimage. A romaunt.
London. Printed for John Murray...by Thomas Davison, 1812. Second
edition.
8vo. xii, [2], 300pp. With folding engraved facsimile plate of
Romaic text at end. Finely bound in contemporary polished
calf, gilt, with contrasting black morocco lettering-piece. A fine
copy, with occasional pencilled highlighting to margins. From
the library of the Earls of Lovelace, with ink stamps of Ashley
Combe and Ben Damph Forest to front endpapers.
A remarkable association copy of the first two cantos of
Lord Byron's most successful work, once present in the
library of the family by marriage of his only legitimate
daughter, English writer and mathematician Ada
Lovelace (1815-1852). The King family built Ashley Combe
near Porlock in North Devon in the late eighteenth-century, as
a hunting lodge; it was cherished by Ada, who married
William, 8th Baron King in 1835, perhaps because it was the
setting for their honeymoon. Converted at great expensive, it
was to become their summer retreat.
£ 750

LOVELACE FAMILY COPY
29) BYRON, Lord [Gordon George]. The giaour, a fragment of a turkish
tale..
London. Printed by Thomas Davison...for John Murray, 1813. Seventh edition.
[8], 75pp, [1]. With half-title.
[Bound with:] BYRON, Lord [Gordon George]. The bride of abydos. A turkish
tale. London. Printed by T. Davison...for John Murray, 1813. Third edition. [4], 72pp. Without
half-title.
[And:] BYRON, Lord [Gordon George]. The Corsair, a tale. London. Printed for John
Murray...by Thomas Davison, 1814. Sixth edition. xi, [1], 108pp. With half title. [And:]
BYRON, Lord [Gordon George]. Lara, a tale. London. Printed for John Murray,
1815. Fifth edition. [4], 74pp. With half-title.
8vo. Contemporary speckled calf, gilt, with contrasting black morocco lettering-piece.
Upper joint cracked, final two leaves loosening from binding, else a fine copy. Some
pencilled highlighting to margins. From the library of the Earls of Lovelace, with both
Ashley Combe and Ben Damph Forest ink stamps to endpapers.
A remarkable association copy of four popular works by Lord Byron, bound
together and once present in the library of the family by marriage of his only
legitimate daughter, English writer and mathematician Ada Lovelace (18151852). The King family built Ashley Combe near Porlock in North Devon in the late
eighteenth-century, as a hunting lodge; it was cherished by Ada, who married William,
8th Baron King in 1835, perhaps because it was the setting for their honeymoon.
Converted at great expensive, it was to become their summer retreat.
£ 625
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30) CARROLL, William Henry. A copious practical index to the
several statutes enacted in the 33d, 35th, 37th, part of the 40th, 43d, 45th, 51st,
and 57th years of king george III for the regulation of contested elections in
ireland, as far as relate to the elections of members to serve in the imperial
parliament for counties and cities only.
Dublin. Printed by George Grierson and John Rowe Power, 1818. Second edition.
8vo. 254pp. Contemporary half-calf, marbled boards, contrasting red morocco
lettering-piece. Lightly rubbed, slight loss to lettering-piece. Very occasional
slight marginal chipping, overall internally clean and crisp.
A rare survival of an index, first printed in 1810, compiled by attorney at law
William Henry Carroll (fl. 1783-1847) providing descriptions of legal
terminology and explanation of articles relating to the regulation of contested
parliamentary membership elections in Ireland.
COPAC records copies of this second edition at two locations (BL and
Cambridge).
£ 375

31) [CHEAP REPOSITORY TRACT]. Cheap repository. Sunday
reading. Some new thoughts for the new year.
[London]. Sold by J. Marshall...and R. White, [s.d., c.1796].
12mo. 24pp, Woodcut vignette to title. Stitched, as issued. A trifle
toned and dust-soiled.
A devotional chapbook, in original state, intended to provide
'Christian help' for those 'who have a mind to examine into the
account of their own lives during the last year' though the narrative of
merchant Mr. Thrifty who 'succeeded in his Trade, by always
examining his Books soon after Christmas' in opposition to Mr.
Careless who in failing to follow suit 'let all his affairs run to ruin
before he was aware of it'. This title was also issued as a part of Cheap
repository tracts, published during the year 1796. Forming volume II (London,
1797).
Outside of the UK, ESTC locates copies of this edition at only three
locations (Private Collection, Toronto and Yale)
ESTC T155388.
£ 200
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CANARVON FAMILY COPY
32) CHESTERFIELD, Philip Dormer Stanhope,
Earl of. Letters of philip dormer fourth earl of
chesterfield to his godson and successor: now first
edited from the originals, with a memoir of lord
chesterfield by the earl of carnarvon.
Oxford. At the Clarendon Press, 1890.
Quarto. Limited edition of 525 copies, of which this is
number 276. xci, 320pp. With a half-title, an engraved
portrait frontispiece, six engraved plates, and a
facsimile letter. Handsomely bound in contemporary
gilt-tooled brown morocco, gilt supra-libros of the
coat of arms of the Carnarvon family to both boards
and morocco doublures, gilt dentelles, T.E.G.
Slightest of rubbing to extremities. Marbled freeendpapers, armorial bookplate of William Strang Steel
to verso of FFEP, internally clean and crisp.
A limited edition of the popular eighteenth-century
guide to manners by Philip Stanhope Dormer, 4th
Earl of Chesterfield (1694-1773) that includes a life
of the author by his descendant Henry Howard
Molyneux, Earl of Carnarvon (1831-1890), to whose
family this present copy belonged.
£ 500

NOT SIGNED BY CHURCHILL
33) [CHURCHILL, Winston]. Eightieth birthday tribute
to sir winston churchill. Foreword by randolph churchill.
Beaulieu. The Heritage Collection, [1955]. Limited edition.
Quarto. Number 243 of a limited edition of 3,000 copies.
Unpaginated. Predominantly comprised of monochrome
photographic reproductions. Original publisher's maroon morocco,
lettered in gilt. Extremities a trifle rubbed and marked. Internally
immaculate. Inked inscription of 'Winston S. Churchill' to titlepage.
A limited edition production issued to celebrated the eightieth
birthday of Sir Winston Churchill (1874-1965), featuring a
plethora of photographs recording his life from childhood to
his peacetime premiership.
Although this work presents as signed, it is not. Several identically
bound and inscribed copies of this work are known on the market;
but the work was specially rebound and numbered after Churchill's
death for the Heritage Collection of Beaulieu, and so could not
have been legitimately signed by him.
£ 200
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FAMILY COPY
34) CHURCHILL, Winston Spencer. Lord randolph churchill.
London. Macmillan and Co. Limited, 1906. First edition.
8vo. In two volumes. xvi, [2], 564; viii, [2], 532pp, [1]. With half-titles, a photogravure frontispiece to each volume, and 16 further
photogravure/facsimile/illustrated plates. Original publisher's red cloth, ruled and lettered in gilt, Marlborough crest in gilt to
upper boards. Slightest of rubbing to extremities. Bookplates of Barbara Child to FEPs, lightly foxed. Inked inscription to recto
of FFEP of Vol. I; Ernest Villiers / with love from / Cornelia Wimborne / Jan. 1906. / Gathering from these pages / what he
was, you will / understand how a sister / mourns the vanished / hopes of what might have been.'
A family copy of the first edition of Churchill's biography of his father - presented by Lady Cornelia Henrietta Maria
Wimborne (1847-1927), eldest daughter of 7th Duke of Marlborough, sister of Lord Randolph Churchill, to her son-in-law, MP
Ernest Villiers (1863-1923).
£ 375
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35) COGHLAN, Francis. A guide to brussels, and its environs, including an account of its origin, historical events, productions,
curiosities, antiquities, etc., and a description of the field of waterloo, hotels, modes of conveyances, etc.
London. A. H. Baily and Co., 1837. First edition.
12mo. 144pp. With an engraved folding map. Largely unopened in original publisher's brown buckram, printed paper letteringpiece to upper board. Extremities marked, lightly rubbed/sunned. Internally clean and crisp.
An apparently unrecorded companion to the Belgian capital by Francis Coghlan, author of numerous mid nineteenthcentury guides to major European cultural centres. The work is appended by a description of the environs of Waterloo and
a succinct account of the battle and its historical significance.
We could find no record of this title in either COPAC or OCLC
£ 175

GEORGE MEREDITH'S COPY
36) COIGNET, Capitaine. Les cahiers du capitaine coignet (17991815). Publies a'pres le manuscrit original par loredan larchey.
Paris. Librairie Hachette et Cie, 1889. Nouvelle edition revue et corrigee.
8vo. [4], xxxi, [1], 494pp. With half-title. Finely bound in red half morocco,
gilt, buckram boards. Original printed paper wrappers bound in. George
Meredith's copy, with his ink inscription to head of upper wrapper. A fine
copy.
A late nineteenth-century edition of Jean-Roch Coignet's Napoleonic
military notebooks once owned by English novelist George Meredith
(1828-1909) who, we are told by Paul Valery who visited him at Boxhill, kept
a large number of French books including the memoirs of Bougogne and
Coignet and was especially fond of Napoleon.
£ 375
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HENRY NELSON COLERIDGE'S COPY
37) COLERIDGE, Hartley. Poems. Vol I. [all published].
Leeds. Published by F.E. Bindley, 1833. First edition, first issue.
8vo. viii, 144, [2], 145-157pp, [3]. The first issue, with 'Vol I.' to title.
Uncut in original publisher's cloth backed paper boards, neatly rebacked with original spine laid down, remains of printed lettering-piece.
Rubbed to extremities, one or two quires loosening. Within later
folding box and slipcase. Henry Nelson Coleridge's copy, with his ink
inscription 'H.N. Coleridge Hampstead 1833' to head of title and a
manuscript annotation, signed 'H.N.C.' and in the same hand, to the
foot of the first sonnet 'To a friend': 'I remember no sonnets so nearly
resembling the unaccountable & peculiar sweetness of Shakespeare's
sonnets, as this & the two next". Bookplate 'NELSON', designed by A.
Airy, two monogrammed initial labels ('HK' and 'CAJ') and an early
bookseller's description tipped to FEP. Occasional pencilled markings
to text.
A significant association copy of the poems of Hartley Coleridge
(1796-1849), the eldest son of Samuel Taylor Coleridge, owned and
rather flatteringly annotated by his cousin and brother-in-law, the
literary executor and sometime editor of his father's works, Henry
Nelson Coleridge (1798-1843), who had moved to Hampstead with
his wife Sara in 1830.
Jackson p.575, Johnson 202.
£ 750

38) CONRAD, Joseph. Tales of hearsay.
London. T. Fisher Unwin Ltd., 1925. First edition.
8vo. 287pp, [1]. With a half-title. Original publisher's dark green
cloth, lettered in gilt, pictorial dustwrapper. Fore-edge spotted,
dustwrapper lightly dust-soiled and a trifle chipped. Internally
immaculate.
The first edition of this posthumously printed volume of four of
Joseph Conrad's (1857-1924) short stories; 'The Warrior's Soul',
'Prince Roman', 'The Tale', and 'The Black Mate' - prefaced with a
foreword by R. B. Cunninghame Graham.
£ 200
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39) CONRAD, Joseph. The rover.
London. T. Fisher Unwin Ltd., 1923. First edition.
8vo. 317pp, [1]. With a half-title. Original publisher's green cloth, lettered in
gilt, pictorial dustwrapper. Slightest of marking to boards, fore-edge foxed,
dustwrapper lightly dust-soiled and a trifle chipped. Browning to endpapers,
else internally immaculate.
The first edition of Joseph Conrad's (1857-1924) final published novel the tale of a disenchanted French seaman sailing the Mediterranean seas in
seek of sanctuary.
£ 200

40) CONRAD, Joseph. The shadow-line: a confession.
London. J. M. Dent & Sons Ltd., 1917. First edition.
8vo. [6], 227pp, [1]. With a half-title and an 18pp terminal publisher's advertisement
catalogue. Original publisher's decorated green cloth, lettered in gilt, pictorial
dustwrapper. Small mark to spine, fore-edge foxed, dustwrapper a trifle rubbed,
chipped and dust-soiled, spine panel sunned. Some browning to endpapers, else
internally immaculate.
The first edition, in the scarce dustwrapper, of Joseph Conrad's (1857-1924)
seafaring novel.
£ 650

41) CONRAD, Joseph. HUEFFER, Ford Maddox. The nature of a crime.
London. Duckworth & Co., 1924. First edition.
8vo. 119pp. [1]. With a half-title. Publisher's announcement of Hueffer's
forthcoming Joseph Conrad; a personal remembrance loosely inserted. Original
publisher's red cloth, lettered in gilt, printed paper dustwrapper. Endpapers a
trifle browned, dustwrapper ever so slightly dust-soiled, a fine copy.
The first edition in book form of this collaboration between Joseph Conrad
(1857-1924) and Ford Maddox Hueffer [later Ford] (1873-1939) first
published in the latter's English Review in 1909.
£ 100
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CORFE CASTLE LITHOGRAPHED
42) [CORFE CASTLE]. BY A NEAR RESIDENT [BROWNE, John]. An Historical and Architectural Description of Corfe
Castle.
Poole. Printed and Published By J. Lankester, 1829. First edition.
8vo. [3], ii, 75pp, [1]. With frontispiece and four further lithographic plates. Bound in contemporary half-calf, marbled boards,
contrasting green morocco lettering-piece, by Murray's Nottingham Book Co. Ltd.. Slight rubbing to extremities. Bookplate of
'S.J.T.' to FEP, light spotting throughout.
Handsomely lithographed, this is one of the earliest architectural studies of the ruined eleventh-century Corfe Castle, on the Isle
of Purbeck, Dorset.
£ 250

43) [COURTSHIP]. A dialogue
between Honest John And loving Kate: with
Their contrivance for marriage, and way to
get a livelihood. Part the first.
Manchester. Printed by A. Swindells, [s.d., c.1820].
15pp, [1]. With a woodcut vignette to title.
[Together with:] A dialogue between honest
john and Loving Kate: With their
contrivance for marriage, and way to get a
livelihood. Part second. Manchester. Printed by
A. Swindells, [s.d., c.1820]. 15pp, [1]. With a
woodcut vignette to title.
12mo. Folded and unopened as issued. Dustsoiling and chipping to margins, spotting to
title of second part.
The two constituent parts, published by
Mancunian printer and bookseller Alice
Swindells, of this conversational courtship
narrative frequently reprinted in chapbook
form throughout the eighteenth-century - the
first appearance seemingly being 1685.
£ 150
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PRESENTATION COPY
44) CRAVEN, J[ames] B[rown]. Descriptive Catalogue of the bibliotheck of
kirkwall (1683)...
Kirkwall. Privately Printed, 1897. First edition.
8vo. One of an edition of twenty-five copies. xii, 46pp. With a photographic
frontispiece. Recent green cloth, lettered in gilt. Very slight rubbing to extremities.
Armorial bookplate of John Davie Manson Robertson to FEP, ink gift inscription to
verso of FFEP, internally clean and crisp. Presentation copy, inscribed by Craven to
verso of FFEP.
A presentation copy of the sole edition of this privately printed catalogue of the
original holdings of the Orkney Bibliotheck. The public library, established at
Kirkwall in 1683, was founded upon the collection of Scottish landowner William
Baikie (d.1683) - a bequest totalling 150 volumes. The Bibliotheck was later
incorporated with the Orkney Library instituted in 1815.
£ 150

PRESENTATION COPY
45) [CRICKET], WILD, Roland. The biography of
colonel his highness shri sir ranjitsinhji vibhaji,
maharaja jam saheb of nawanagar, g.c.s.i., g.b.e.,
k.c.i.e..
London. Rich & Cowan Limited, 1934.
Quarto. Limited edition of 230 signed copies, of
which this is copy 217. xiv, [2], 330pp. With a halftitle, a half tone portrait frontispiece, 29 half tone
plates (four double-sided). Original publisher's
decorated vellum, lettered in gilt, T.E.G. Some
marking to spine where a label has been removed,
light spotting to extremities. Recently dispersed
from the Oliver Collection, with bookplate to
FEP, Internally immaculate. Presentation copy,
inked gift inscription to verso of title-page; 'To
Claude de Bernales / an "Influence in the City" /
sincerely / Roland Wild'.
The luxury edition of the first published biography
of the legendary Indian prince who played cricket
for Sussex and England Sir Ranjitsinhji Vibhaji
Jadeja (1872-1933); including an appendix on the
Nawanagar jewels designed by Jacques Cartier.
£ 500
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46) DARWIN, Charles. Darwin's notebooks on
transmutation of species . Part I [-IV].
London. British Museum, 1960. First edition.
Quarto. This first four parts of six only. Original publisher's
printed green paper wrappers. Extremities spotted and
sunned. Internally clean and crisp.
A printing of the four notebooks (constituting Vol. 2,
numbers 2-6 of the Historical Series of the Bulletin of the
British Museum) kept by naturalist Charles Darwin (18091882) expressing his opinions on the transmutation of species
that would later inform his theories on natural selection.
Edited and introduced by zoologist Sir Gavin de Beer (18991972), a further two parts were issued later, in 1961-7,
comprising addenda and corrigenda and pages excised
respectively.
£ 50

47) DE LABORDE, Leon. Journey through arabia petraea, to mount
sinai, and the excavated city of petra, the edom of the prophecies.
London. John Murray, 1836. First edition.
8vo. xxviii, 331pp, [1]. With an engraved frontispiece, an engraved
folding map, and 24 engraved plates. Original publisher's blindstamped cloth, gilt. Extremities sunned and a trifle soiled. Lightly
foxed internally.
The first English edition of Leon de Laborde's narrative of his
travels from Cairo via Suez and Mount Sinai to the site Petra,
first published in Paris in 1830. This enlarged translation contains
two additional chapters; the first concerning the history of ancient
Idumea, the second containing a summary of remarks made on
Petra by the travellers who had preceded the expedition of de
Laborde.
£ 375
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FINELY BOUND
48) DE SEGRAIS, Jean Regnault. Diverses poesies.
A Paris. Chez Antoine Sommaville, 1659.
12mo. [18], 169pp, [1]. Finely bound by Ottmann-Duplanil in nineteenth-century calf,
contrasting black morocco lettering-piece, gilt armorial devices to boards, marbled
edges. Marbled endpapers, bookplates to FEP of 'H.M.' and Robert J. Hayhurst
respectively, spots of soiling to text of D5 with loss of a couple of characters to each
page, very slight marginal loss to L6 and P4, light damp-staining to final two
gatherings.
The collected poetry, first printed in 1658, of French author, and member of
the Academie francaise, Jean Regnault de Segrais (1624-1701).
£ 275

BOUND BY BAYNTUN-RIVIERE
49) DICKENS, Charles. The old curiosity shop.
London. George G. Harrap & Co. Ltd., 1930.
8vo. v, [1], 559pp, [1]. With an illustrated coloured frontispiece, and
15 illustrated coloured plates. Handsomely bound by BayntunRiviere in red calf, contrasting brown and green morocco letteringpieces, spine richly gilt, A.E.G. Very slight rubbing to extremities.
Marbled endpapers, internally immaculate.
An interwar period edition, sumptuously bound by Bayntun-Riviere,
of Dickens perennial classic which first appeared as a part of the
weekly serial Master Humphrey's Clock before being issued in book
form in 1841.
£ 200
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IN YOUR DREAMS
50) [DREAM INTERPRETATION]. The golden dreamer; or, the
universal guide to the interpretation of dreams; with a correct signification of
moles on men and women.
Alnwick. Printed and sold by W. Davison, [s.d., c.1830].
12mo. 24pp. Woodcut vignette to title. Folded and unopened as issued. Light
dust-soiling to margins, else crisp.
A provincially published chapbook, in original state, on oneiromancy. The
anonymous work is arranged alphabetically by subject with the significance of each
following, for example;' Paper.--- To dream of paper is a good omen; if it is quite
clean you will be very successful in your undertakings...if it appears rumpled and
carelessly folded up, it shews that some difficulties will occur, which will give you
much pain'. This curious catalogue is appended by a remarkably unusual passage
on the interpretation of moles based upon where they appear on the bodies of
men and women.
£ 75

51) DREXEL, Jeremias. The Devout Christian's Hourly Companion: consisting of Holy Prayers, and Divine Meditations. Done
into English from that Great Spiritualist Drexelius.
London. Printed for A. Bettesworth, 1719. Third edition.
12mo. [8], 141pp, [3]. With an engraved portrait frontispiece. Contemporary gilt-ruled calf. Extremities rubbed, some splitting to
joints. Later armorial bookplate with motto 'Prodesse quam conspici' to FEP, recent armorial bookplate of the Order of Friars
Minor to recto of FFEP, near contemporary inked gift inscription to recto of Front blank fly-leaf, leaves toned, foxed.
A translation into English, first printed in
1716, of Jesuit ascetic writer Jeremias
Drexel's (1581-1638) collection of devotional
meditations. The translator, Robert Samber
(bap. 1682, d. c.1745), made certain in his
adaptation of this popular tract to remove all
overt Roman Catholic components in order to
make the work more palatable for a Protestant
audience. Samber dedicates his efforts to a Mrs.
Stuart 'in this Time of Lent', to whom he
bemoans the contemporary attitudes of
pragmatism and rationality brought to bear on
religion; 'I know, Madam, Devotion is much out
of Fashion...Religion is become the sportive
Theme of every scurril wit.'
All editions are scarce, with this third being no
exception; ESTC locates copies at two locations
in the British Isles (BL and Oxford), and one
copy further in North America (Folger).
ESTC T118735.
£ 175
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LIMITED EDITION
52) DRINKWATER, John. Rupert Brooke: an essay.
London. Printed for the Author at the Chiswick Press, 1916. First edition.
12mo. Limited edition, number 11 of 115 copies printed. 22pp, [2]. With halftitle. Title in red and black. Original publisher's blue paper boards, printed
paper lettering-pieces. A trifle rubbed, spine sunned. Very occasional light
spotting.
The first, limited edition of poet and playwright John Drinkwater's (18821937) laudatory essay on the character of his close friend and fellow Dymock
poet Rupert Brooke (1887-1915).
£ 125

RARE QUAKER COMMENTARY
53) [ECCLESTON, Theodor]. A treatise Concerning the Life of god in the
Soul of Man.
London. Printed by the Assigns of J. Sowle, 1723. First edition.
8vo. xiii, [3], 154pp, [18]. With nine terminal leaves of scripture references and
publisher's advertisement leaves. Contemporary blind-ruled speckled calf, recently
rebacked to style. Boards rubbed. Later book-labels of John Hodgkin and Jonathan
Backhouse Hodgkin to FEP, contemporary ownership inscriptions of 'John
Hodgkin His Book' to recto of FFEP and RFEP, inked authorship annotation to
title-page, lightly spotted.
The sole edition of English Quaker Theodor Eccleston's (1651-1726)
observations on Church of Scotland minister Henry Scougal's (1650-1678) The
life of God in the soul of man (London, 1677) - a manual of personal devotion
pronouncing true religion as the union of the soul with the Lord. Scougal's work
proved influential, eminent theologian Gilbert Burnet (1643-1715), highly taken
with the latitudinarian position of the piece, published subsequent editions; indeed
Eccleston employed the fourth edition, with prefatory remarks by Burnet, as the
base text for this monograph. In excess of a dozen editions of Scougal’s work
appeared in the century following his death,, and notably Benjamin Franklin printed
a German translation for the German-speaking settlers of Pennsylvania in 1756.
ESTC locates copies at three locations in the British Isles (Leeds, Religious Society
of Friends, and Ushaw), and six further copies worldwide.
ESTC T149536.
£ 375
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54) [ELLIS, Sarah]. The mothers of england: their influence &
responsibility.
London. Peter Jackson, Late Fisher, Son, & Co. [s.d., c.1845).
8vo. [8], 390pp. With an engraved frontispiece. Attractively bound by Carss & Co.
of Glasgow in later green calf, richly tooled in gilt and blind, contrasting red
morocco lettering-pieces, marbled edges. Slightest of rubbing, very light marking to
boards, spine a trifle sunned. Marbled endpapers, internally immaculate.
A beautifully bound copy of a conduct-book outlining the duties of a mother
in rearing her child, most specifically her responsibility to provide a
thorough moral education. by writer and educationist Sarah Ellis' (17991872).
£ 150

MINERVA PRESS NOVELIST?
55) [FOSTER, E. M.?]. A winter in bath... By the author of
two popular novels.
London. Printed by J. G. Barnard...for B. Crosby and Co.,
[1807]. First edition.
12mo. In four volumes. [4], 295, [1]; [2], 244; [4], 269, [1];
[4], 227pp, [1]. With half-titles. Contemporary half-calf,
marbled boards, contrasting red and black morocco
lettering-pieces, gilt. Rubbed, a trifle bumped, some
splitting to joints, loss to head of spines. Inked ownership
inscriptions to all FFEPs, loss to upper corners of leaves
F9-10 and I9-10 of Vol. I, two gatherings of Vol. I
protruding from text-block, very occasional pencilled
annotations, foxed.
The first edition of an anonymously published late
Georgian romantic novel, set in Bath, and apparently
issued under a title designed to relate to the then
popular A Winter in London, by Thomas Skinner
Surr. Considerable confusion has surrounded the
authorship of this work, not least because of
contemporary publication of A Winter at Bath, a novel by
Mrs. E. G. Bayfield that was originally entitled Love as it
may be, and Friendship as it ought to be. Recent scholarship
has attributed this present work to both J. H. James and
Minerva Press novelist Mrs. E. M. Foster. The latter
would seem a more likely candidate, given the title page
of the first edition of her The Corinna of England (London,
1809) states ‘by the author of “The Winter in Bath”’,
although Foster had of course published more than two
novels by 1807.
Garside, Raven and Schowerling 1807:7.
£ 850
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56) FRITH, [Francis]. Frith's photopictures. The lake district.
Ambleside. Mason's Art Gallery & Bazaar, c.1870.
Oblong 8vo. 25 tissue guarded, albumen print
photographs mounted on 11 card pages. Original
publisher's burgundy morocco, gilt, A.E.G. Some
rubbing to extremities. Neat manuscript
annotations to mounts providing location names
for each photograph, foxing to mounts and
guards but otherwise clean and crisp.
A handsomely bound, provincially published
collection of exquisite Lake District views
from renowned Victorian photographer,
Francis Frith (1822-1898). The rise of the
railways brought with them the prospect of
affordable holidays for the masses, Frith's prints
made for popular souvenirs and their commercial
success saw Frith & Co. for a time become the
largest photographic publisher in the world
£ 300

FAUX MALACHITE BINDING
57) GOLDSMITH, Oliver. The poetical works of
oliver goldsmith: with a notice of his life and
genius, by e. f. blanchard.
London. Bell & Daldy, [1867].
8vo. x, [1], x-xxiv, [1], 26-186pp, [4]. With a halftitle, two terminal publisher's advertisement
leaves, an engraved frontispiece, and numerous
engraved illustrations in the text by Birket Foster,
John Absolon, James Godwin, and Harrison
Weir. Handsomely bound in contemporary green
morocco-backed gilt-stamped faux malachite
decorated wooden boards, A.E.G. Lightly
rubbed. Armorial bookplate of Alex. Ralli to
FEP, prize-plate dated 1874 to recto of FFEP,
internally clean and crisp.
A lavishly bound Victorian printing of the verse
of Anglo-Irish poet Oliver Goldsmith (17301774); including 'The Deserted Village' and 'The
Traveller'.
£ 200
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58) [GORDIAN KNOT]. The Gordian Knot, a selection of ingenious puzzles, conundrums, enigmas, charades, anagrams,
rebusses, &c.
London. Printed and Published by J. Fairburn, [s.d., c.1824]. First edition.
12mo. 102pp, [6]. With an engraved hand-coloured concertina frontispiece, and two terminal advertisement leaves. Later maroon
cloth, lettered in gilt, original publisher's printed drab paper wrappers bound-in. Extremities lightly rubbed and marked.
Contemporary inked gift inscription to verso of upper wrapper panel; 'Jane Anne Grove / from her Brother / William. July 9th
182(?)', frontispiece laid-down, some chipping to margins, foxed.
A rare survival, with contemporary female ownership, of this charming collection of entertaining language and
arithmetic puzzles and the all-important solutions.
COPAC records copies at four locations (NLS, Oxford, Trinity College Dublin, and V&A).
£ 250

CHINESE GORDON
59) GORDON, General [Charles George]. General gordon's
private diary of his exploits in china; amplified by samuel mossman.
London. Sampson, Low, Marston, Searle, & Rivington, 1885. First edition.
8vo. xv, [1], 302, 32pp. With a photographic portrait frontispiece, an
engraved plate, and a folding map. Unopened in Original publisher's powderblue cloth, lettered in black and gilt. Lightly rubbed, spine sunned.
Occasional spotting.
The first edition of a collection of extracts from the private diary of
army officer Charles 'Chinese' George Gordon (1833-1885) recounting
his tenure as commander of the British brigade of the Royal Engineers
in China during the 1860s - particularly his involvement in the Taiping
Rebellion, his leadership of the Ever Victorious Army - a 4000 strong force
raised for the imperial cause - and his employment of unorthodox guerrilla
tactics to achieve victory.
£ 250
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ELIZABETHAN VAGRANCY
60) HARMAN, Thomas. A caveat of warning for
Common Cursetors, vulgarly called Vagabonds...Whereunto is
added, the tale of the second taking of the counterfeit crank, with
the true report of his behaviour, and also his punishment for his
dissembling, most marvellous to the hearer or reader thereof.
London. Reprinted by T. Bensley...and sold by R. Triphook, 1814.
Quarto. Limited edition of 100 copies. [8], x, [1], 12-72pp. With a
half-title. Later red half-morocco, red buckram boards, gilt.
Extremities lightly rubbed. Marbled endpapers, internally
immaculate. Recently dispersed from West Horsley Place, without
indication of such.
A well-executed reprint of the text, with a reproduction of
original title-page of the 1573 edition, of the only published
work of Thomas Harman (fl. 1547-1567). First printed in 1566,
with two subsequent editions appearing in 1567 and a fourth and
final in 1573, A Caveat or Warening for Common Cursetors Vulgarely
Called Vagabones is an elaborate treatise on vagrants within
Elizabethan society - a taxonomy of thieves and beggars, appended
by a vocabulary of vagrant vernacular. Itself influenced in part by
John Awdley's The Fraternitye of Vacabondes, Harman's work affected
many later texts, and slang dictionaries in particular. Its popularity
was such that the Stationers' Company were called upon to
suppress the attempts of several near contemporary printers to
circulate forgeries. This lavish limited reprint faithfully recreates the
text of the fourth edition, with a dedication to book collector and
antiquary Joseph Haslewood (1769-1833).
£ 650

61) HARRISON, T[homas]. Fragments of bookbinding technique:
from articles in 'paper & print'.
[London]. London School of Printing, 1950. First edition.
8vo. 44pp. With a half-tone frontispiece, and numerous line
illustrations in the text. Contemporary (original?) limp brown
morocco, lettered in blind. Slightest of rubbing. Decorated
endpapers, slight loss to margin of p.15-16, else internally clean and
crisp.
A compilation of articles by bookbinder Thomas Harrison
(1876-1955), extracted from the periodical Paper & Print, produced
by students at the London School of Printing and Graphic Arts
during the session 1949-50. Chapters include; 'Vellum for letterpress
binding', 'The solander book-box portfolio and its affinities', and
'Making a moulded fire-resisting pull-off case for very valuable
books'.
£ 75
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62) [HAYTER, Thomas]. An examination of a book, Lately printed by
the quakers; And by them distributed to the Members of both Houses
of parliament, entitled A Brief Account of many of the Prosecutions
of the People called Quakers...
London. Printed for J. and H. Pemberton, 1740. First edition.
8vo. 32pp. Recent navy half-morocco, blue cloth boards, lettered in
gilt, Slight rubbing to extremities. Marbled endpapers, light inkstaining to head of all leaves.
A retort, attributed to Church of England clergyman Thomas Hayter
(1702-1762), of the content of a work by English Quaker
controversialist Joseph Besse (1683-1757) detailing the prosecution
of Quakers under laws supportive of the established church with
regard to the recovery of tithes (London, 1736). Several of these
replies were issued between 1736 and 1741, each concerning the effect
upon individual dioceses - in this instance Chester, Gloucester, and
Oxford.
ESTC T84136.
£ 125

63) HERBERT, George. A priest to the Temple. Or the Country
Parson his character, and Rule of Holy Life.
London. Printed by T. Roycroft, for Benj. Tooke, 1671. Second edition.
8vo. [32], 139pp, [67]. With an initial imprimatur leaf and a penultimate
advertisement leaf. Without terminal blank leaf. Later panelled calf, recently
expertly rebacked and recornered to style. Boards rubbed. Marbled endpapers,
FFEP repaired with inked annotation to recto, inked annotation to title, lightly
damp-stained to foot throughout.
A handbook, first printed in 1652, by Church of England clergyman and
poet George Herbert (1593-1633) on the proper conduct of a country
parish parson - particularly emphasising the necessary virtues of patience,
humility, and charity. This second edition includes a prefatory biography of the
author and an address 'The publisher to the Christian reader' both by Barnabus
Oley (1602-1686), the latter of which not present in the first edition.
ESTC R21452.
£ 300
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CHPAMAN’S HOMER
64) HOMER. The whole works of homer; prince of
poetts, in his iliads and odysses: Translated
according to the Greeke by george chapman.
Oxford. Printed at the Shakespeare Head Press and
Published for the Press by Basil Blackwell, 1930-31.
Quarto. Number 258 of 450 copies on paper
(and 10 on vellum). In five volumes. With two
woodcut frontispieces, woodcut-framed titlepages to Vols. I and V, and 48 full-page
woodcuts by John Farleigh. Uncut and unopened
in original publisher's red crushed half-morocco,
cream buckram boards, lettered in gilt.
Extremities lightly rubbed and a trifle marked,
spines sunned. Internally immaculate. With the
[4]pp publisher's prospectus loosely inserted.
The lavish Shakespeare Head Press edition
of poet and playwright George Chapman's
(1559/60-1634) hugely influential translation
of Homer, the first to be done into English
directly from the Greek
£ 950

EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY GAMES COMPENDIUM
65) HOYLE, [Edmond]. Hoyle's games improved: being practical Treatises on
the following Fashionable Games, viz. Whist, Quadrille, Piquet, Chess, Back-Gammon,
Billiards, Cricket, Tennis, Quinze, Hazard, and Lansquenet...
London. Printed for W. Wood, 1778.
12mo. xi, [1], 216pp. Contemporary calf, contrasting red morocco lettering-piece, gilt.
Extremities rubbed. Recent bookplate of Robert J. Hayhurst to FEP, near
contemporary inked ownership inscription to head of title-page, lower corner of leaf F1
sympathetically reattached with adhesive, else internally clean and crisp.
An instructional companion to popular sports and parlour games by aficionado
Edmond Hoyle (1671/2-1769), the first to write methodically on the game of whist codifying the rules in his Short Treatise on the Game of Whist (1742). The popularity of the
Short Treatise and Hoyle's other gaming publications gave rise to a proliferation of
piracies - leading to the inclusion of qualifying statements of authenticity being printed
in all genuine copies - the present publication is no exception, with an advertisement to
the verso of the title-page declaring; 'The Proprietor has already obtained an Injunction
against Nine persons, for printing or selling pirated Editions...no Copies of this Book
are genuine, but what are signed (Mr. Hoyle being dead) by W. Wood.'
ESTC T128016.

£ 250
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HUNTING IN ESSEX AND HERTS
66) [HUNTING]. [Hunting manuscript, entitled 'Hunting Diary with
Remarks on Horses, Hounds &c. 1852'].
[s.i.]. [s.n.], [1852].
8vo. Manuscript on paper. [96]ff. Contemporary half-calf, marbled
boards, marbled edges. Extremities rubbed. Ink-stamp of 'BOND.' to
verso of FFEP, else internally clean and crisp, three later autograph
letters loosely inserted.
This Victorian manuscript diary records 62 meets for hunts in Essex and
Hertfordshire in 1852. Two loosely inserted autograph letters, attempting
to ascertain provenance, attribute the journal to Richard Harding
Newman of Nelmes, master of the South Essex Hounds.
£ 325

THE OTHER SAMUEL JOHNSON
67) JOHNSON, Samuel. Julian's arts To Undermine and
Extirpate christianity. Together With Answers to Constantius the
Apostate, and Jovian.
London. Printed by J[ohn] D[arby] for the Author, 1689. First edition.
8vo. [8], xv, [1], 214pp, [2]. With a half-title and a terminal errata leaf.
Contemporary blind-tooled sheep. Extremities heavily rubbed, with
some slight surface loss to boards. Pastedowns sprung, contemporary
inked ownership inscription to head of title;' E Libris Joh: Kenton e
Coll Magd:', slight loss to lower corner of leaf E5, occasional light
marginal damp-staining.
The first edition of Church of England clergyman Samuel
Johnson's (1649-1703) vitriolic tract against the succession of the
Duke of York. Written in 1683, though suppressed until the ascension
of William III, the work is a companion to Johnson's 1682 political
treatise Julian the Apostate that drew a parallel between heretic Roman
Emperor Julian and the Catholic successor to the throne James, Duke
of York, stating that as the fourth-century Christians had opposed their
pagan leader, so too must the people of England reject a Popish
monarch. The present work is dedicated 'to the ever glorious memory
of William, Lord Russel' whom Johnson had served as chaplain prior to
the former being executed following his trial as a part of the Rye House
Plot to assassinate Charles II and the Duke of York.
ESTC R16198, Wing J832.
£ 150
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BUXTON FORMAN'S COPY
68) [KEATS-SHELLEY MEMORIAL]. List of the first
thousand works acquired by the Keats-Shelley Memorial, Rome.
London. Macmillan and Co. Limited, 1910.
Quarto. 115pp, [1]. Bound by Root & Son of London in recent
morocco-backed navy boards, lettered in gilt, original publisher's
printed scarlet wrappers bound-in, partially unopened. Light
rubbing to extremities, spine sunned. Bookplate of Maurice
Buxton Forman to FEP, leaves a trifle toned.
A catalogue of the initial holdings of the Keats-Shelley
Memorial, Rome; prepared by classical scholar Sir James
Rennell Rodd (1858-1941) and American author and
bibliophile Harry Nelson Gay (1870-1932), reprinted from
the bulletin of the institution. The museum, housed within
the rooms where Keats had died, was established in 1906. Its
unrivalled library of material relating to Keats, Shelley and
numerous other nineteenth-century literary doyens such as
Wordsworth, Byron, and Wilde, later expanded to include over
10,000 volumes.
Maurice Buxton Forman (1872-1957), editor of The letters of John Keats (Oxford, 1947), son of bibliographer and literary forger
H. Buxton Forman, and posthumously implicated as an accomplice in to his father's counterfeit operation.
£ 200

BUXTON FORMAN'S COPY
69) [KEATS-SHELLEY MEMORIAL]. Bulletin of the
keats-shelley memorial, rome. No. 1. .
London. Macmillan and Co. Ltd., 1910.
v, [1], 187pp, [1]. With a frontispiece, and four plates.
[Together with:] Bulletin of the keats-shelley memorial, rome. No.
2. London. Macmillan and Co. Ltd., 1913. viii, 197pp, [1]. With a
frontispiece, and six plates.
Quarto. Uniformly bound by Root & Son of London in recent
morocco-backed navy boards, lettered in gilt, original publisher's
printed scarlet wrappers bound-in. Light rubbing to extremities,
spines sunned. Bookplates of Maurice Buxton Forman to both
FEPs, leaves a trifle toned. With three leaves of manuscript notes
regarding the work of Keats loosely inserted, and two letters
(dated 1933) received from Forman from the Memorial
Association regarding the purchase of these volumes.
The first two volumes of the bulletin of the Keats-Shelley
Memorial, Rome; edited by classical scholar Sir James Rennell
Rodd (1858-1941) and American author and bibliophile Harry
Nelson Gay (1870-1932).
£ 200
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PRESENTATION COPY
70) KEYNES, John Maynard. A revision of the treaty: being a
sequel to the economic consequences of the peace.
London. Macmillan and Co., 1922. First edition.
8vo. viii, 223, [1], 6pp. With half-title and a terminal publisher's
catalogue. Original publisher's navy cloth, lettered in gilt.
Without dustwrapper. A trifle rubbed, damp-staining to foot of
boards, faded shelf -mark in correction fluid to spine. Slight
marginal water-marking to preliminaries, else internally clean and
crisp. Presentation copy, with embossed stamp to that effect to
title.
The first edition of this remarkably prescient work of John
Maynard Keynes (1883-1946), continuing on from his 1920
disquisition The Economic Consequences of the Peace, wherein
the economist analyses the impact and of Treaty of Versailles
and argues for a reduction in German reparations, foreseeing the
hyperinflation which would debilitate the country in 1923.
£ 250

71) KNOX, Dr. [Robert]. Fish and fishing in the lone glens of
scotland.
London. G. Routledge & Co., 1854. First edition.
8vo. iv, 144pp. With an engraved title-page and numerous engraved
illustrations in the text. Original publisher's printed blue paper wrappers.
Some marking, loss to head and foot of spine. Lightly spotted.
The first edition, in original state, of anatomist and ethnologist
Robert Knox's (1791-1862) monograph on the fish of the waters of
Scotland - predominantly trout and salmon, with notes on the
propagation and development of the latter.
£ 75
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72) LA MOTTE-FOUQUE, [Friedrich Heinrich Karl Freiherr] de. Sintram
and his companions: a romance.
London. C. and J. Ollier...and William Blackwood, 1820. First edition in English.
12mo. [4], xiv, 267pp, [1]. With half-title. Contemporary navy half-morocco, marbled
boards, gilt, T.E.G. A trifle rubbed. Marbled endpapers, lightly foxed.
The first edition in English of German author Friedrich Heinrich Karl Freiherr de
la Motte-Fouque's (1777-1843) enduringly popular romance, originally published as
Sintram und seine Gefahrten in Vienna in 1715.
£ 125

73) LAWSON, William John. The history of banking;
with a comprehensive account of the origin, rise,
and progress, of the banks of england, ireland, and
scotland.
London. Richard Bentley, 1855. Second edition, with
additions.
8vo. [2], vii, [2], iv-xii, [2], 444, [1], 446-476, [3], 448524pp. With a half-title, engraved portrait
frontispiece, and an engraved plate. Original
publisher's blind-stamped brown cloth, lettered in
gilt. Lightly rubbed. Armorial bookplate of John
Harrison to FEP, very occasional inked corrections
to text.
The revised and expanded edition of financial
historian William John Lawson's authoritative
history of banking in the British Isles from the
time of the Norman Conquest. First printed in
1850, this edition includes a supplementary chapter
focused primarily on developments in joint stock
banks since the initial publication, with a lengthy
appendix featuring 'A list of the Bubbles, as
published in 1721' and 'Sir Isaac Newton's Report
on the Coinage'.
£ 100
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VELVET BOUND LITURGY
74) [LITURGY, English]. The book of common prayer,
and administration of the sacraments, and other rites and
ceremonies of the church, according to the use of the United
Church of England and Ireland: together with the proper lessons
for sundays and other holy-days, and a new version of the psalms
of david.
Oxford. Printed at the University Press. Sold by E. Gardner and Son, Oxford
Bible Warehouse, 1851.
8vo. Dimensions 628 x 585mm. [378]ff. Beautifully bound in
contemporary purple velvet, with gilt-metal edging, clasp and
upper-board lettering-piece ('Church Services'), with elaborate triple
silk ribbon page-marker with gilt metal attachments. A.E.G, housed
in a purple morocco envelope slipcase, slightly rubbed, opening
ribbon torn away. A fine copy, with contemporary gift inscription
to FFEP.
A beautiful velvet-bound example of luxury Victorian
devotional book production, printed at the Oxford University
Press and sold whilst the Oxford Bible Warehouse, Paternoster
Row, was overseen by Edward Gardner in the final year of his
service there, which had begun 41 years earlier.
£ 200

WITH NEEDLEPOINT SLIPCASE
75) [LITURGY, English]. The book of common
prayer, and administration of the sacraments,
and other rites and ceremonies of the church,
according to the use of the Uniteed Church of
England and Ireland...
Oxford. Printed at the University Press, by S.
Collingwood and Co., 1839.
48mo. [192]ff. Handsomely bound in
contemporary hard-grain morocco, gilt, with
gilt-metal board edges and clasp, housed in an
attractive morocco slipcase, gilt, with two floral
needlepoint panels. Very slightly rubbed, a little
marked, else a fine copy in a slightly marked
slipcase missing a leather tab and with short
tear to one side. Ink inscription of 'Sophia E.
Tillman, Sept. 1860' to blank fly-leaf.
A beautifully bound copy of the Diamond
48mo English Liturgy and Psalter in an unusual
Victorian leather slipcase, printed in a neat
double column setting by Collingwood for the
Oxford University Press.
£ 125
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AN ADMIRAL’S COPY
76) LOCKER, Edward Hawke. Memoirs of celebrated naval
commanders, illustrated by engravings from original pictures in the naval gallery of
greenwich hospital.
[London]. Harding and Lepard, 1832. First edition.
Quarto. [12], 12, 13, [1], 19, [1], 13, [1], 13, [1], 11, [1], 15, [1], 11, [1], 16, 12, 8, 11,
[1], 16, 13, [1], 22, 41, [1], 8, 3, [1], 15, [1], 12pp. With 20 engraved plates.
Contemporary navy calf tooled in gilt and blind, marbled boards, A.E.G. Some
rubbing. Short marginal tear to one leaf, light foxing to plates, else internally clean
and crisp. Subscriber's copy, ownership inscription of 'Vice Admiral / Sir Graham
E. Hamond / 1838', with his armorial bookplate to FEP.
The first edition of Greenwich Royal Naval Hospital administrator Edward
Hawke Locker's (1777-1849) substantial companion to the art collection of The
Naval Gallery. Locker had founded the gallery in 1823 as a charitable institution
with the aim of raising funds for the hospital. George IV approved of the scheme
and provided numerous works from the Royal Collection which would form the
core of the galleries holdings. In 1936 the collection passed to the newly founded
National Maritime Museum. Memoirs of celebrated naval commanders provides
biographical accounts for several of the most renowned heroes of Britain's
maritime history, including the exalted Captain James Cook, each accompanied by
an engraved reproduction of the portrait held by the gallery.
Sir Graham Eden Hamond (1779-1862), respected naval officer notable for his
commands during the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars. Following a
distinguished career, including a period serving as Commander-in-Chief, South
American Station, Hamond would attain the rank of Admiral of the Fleet.
£ 750

IRISH COUNTRY-HOUSE COMMONPLACE
77) [MANUSCRIPT
COMMONPLACE]. [Nineteenth-century Irish
manuscript commonplace].
[s.i.]. [s.n.], [s.d., c.1862].
Quarto. Manuscript on paper. [54]ff. Contemporary
gilt-tooled limp black morocco, A.E.G. A trifle
rubbed. Light offsetting, else internally clean and
crisp.
A nineteenth-century manuscript commonplace
compiled by Alice Maud Stuart (1843-1897), begun
in 1862 at Stuart Hall, County Tyrone, Ireland.
Written in an immaculate, considered hand, the
commonplace is comprised of original verse
compositions and extracts from published poets
including Mrs. Hemans, Martin Tupper, and
Wordsworth.
£ 250
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BOUND AT THE MISSION PRESS
78) [MANUSCRIPT MINIATURE
BOOK]. [Nineteenth-century manuscript devotional
commonplace].
[s.i.]. [s.n.], [1881].
32mo. Manuscript on paper. [220]ff. With several
engraved illustrations pasted-in. Bound at the Mission
Press, Singapore in contemporary red half-morocco, red
cloth boards, gilt. Extremities marked and worn, surface
loss to spine. Marbled endpapers, internally clean and
crisp.
A charming miniature manuscript commonplace
comprised of prayers, litanies, hymns, and a
calendar of 'days to be remembered each month';
bound at the Mission Press - the first printing press in
Singapore, established in 1823 by the London Missionary
Society.
£ 250

79) [MANUSCRIPT RIDDLES]. [Manuscript
commonplace entitled 'A Collection of Riddles,
Bons Mots, & jeux d'Esprit'].
[s.i.]. [s.n.], [1848].
8vo. Manuscript on paper. [40]ff. Contemporary
marbled paper wrappers, paper lettering-piece with
title in manuscript to upper panel. Extremities worn
and marked, loss/splitting to spine. Internally clean
and crisp.
A delightful and entertaining collection of
manuscript conundrums, anagrams, rhymes,
and humorous asides - both extracts and
seemingly original compositions - written in a legible
hand.
£ 250
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80) MASON, William. Karaktakos epi mone. Sive cl. masoni caractacus
graeco carmine redditus cum versione latina.
Oxonii [i.e. Oxford]. E Typographeo Clarendoniano, 1781. First edition.
8vo. [8], 218pp, [2]. With a half-title and a terminal errata leaf. First
three words of title transliterated from the Greek. Contemporary gilttooled calf, contrasting red morocco lettering-piece. Lightly rubbed.
Marbled endpapers, Short closed tear to head of leaf Cc3, else
internally clean and crisp.
A handsome copy of the first edition of classical scholar George
Henry Glasse's (1761-1809) translation into Greek and Latin of
poet William Mason's (1725-1797) dramatic verse Caractacus.
ESTC T96581.
£ 200

81) MEMBERS OF THE BATTALION. History and memoir
of the 33rd battalion machine gun corps and of the 19th, 98th, 100th and
248th m.g. companies.
London. Printed by Waterlow Brothers & Layton, Limited, 1919. First edition.
Quarto. Limited edition of 1,600 copies printed for private circulation - of
which this is, curiously, number 1661. [14], 119pp. With a frontispiece, 58
coloured and sepia plates, and five maps. Original publisher's grey
buckram, lettered in black, printed paper lettering-piece to upper board.
Very slight rubbing/bumping to extremities. Internally clean and crisp,
recently dispersed from the Oliver collection, with bookplate to FEP,
later inked gift inscription to recto of FFEP; 'St. John Ernie / a slight
signal of admiration / from Graham Seton Hutchison / 1931 / This
volume was published privately under an omnibus authorship / for all
ranks to commemorate nights spent under the same sky / G. H.'
A history of the 33rd Battalion Machine Gun Corp and associated
Companies, written and illustrated by its members. The 33rd
Division were deployed in France in November 1915 under the
command of Major-General Landon - they would see action during the
Somme offensive, the Battle of Arras, and Passchendaele.
Graham Seton Hutchison (1890-1946), Scottish army officer of the
33rd Division, military theorist, and author.
£ 200
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82) [MEYNELL HUNT]. [Calligraphic manuscript list of 'Members of
the Meynell Hunt who joined in presenting to Major E. G.
Thompson M.V.O. a silver cup and kettle and also a picture, to mark
their appreciation of the great services rendered by him as secretary
to the hunt during the years 1927-1935']..
[s.i.]. [s.n.], 1935.
Quarto. 12ff. With a loosely inserted contemporary monochrome
photograph depicting four members of the hunt. Handsomely bound
by Sangorski and Sutcliffe in contemporary gilt-tooled crushed red
morocco, housed within custom red cloth slipcase. Slightest of
rubbing to extremities, overall immaculate.
This lavishly bound, exquisitely executed manuscript, gifted to
secretary Major Edward Gerald Thompson, lists all 96
members and concludes with a seven line verse in celebration
of the the Meynell Hunt, which had began in 1793, initiated by
Lord Vernon of Sudbury, Derbyshire. Upon his passing in 1813
organisation passed to the Meynell family, who, in 1872, established
the present kennels to house the subscription pack that would bear
their name..
£ 300

83) MIDDLETON, Conyers. The life of m. tulius
cicero.
London. Printed for W. Baynes and Son et al., 1823. First edition.
8vo. In two volumes. [3], vi-xxx, [1], 32-444; [2], 466pp. Without
half-titles. Handsomely bound (by T. H. Skelton of
Southampton?, with their booksellers/binders ticket to FEP) in
contemporary gilt-tooled calf, marbled edges. A trifle rubbed,
slight splitting to joints. Marbled endpapers, short closed tear to
head of leaf B1, Vol. II, lightly foxed.
A regency edition, apparently bound in Southampton, of
Anglican clergyman and librarian Conyers Middleton's
(1683-1750) acclaimed biography of Roman philosopher and
orator Marcus Tullius Cicero (106-43BC). First printed in
1741, the work brought Middleton critical and commercial
success, though not without controversy; the reputation of the
work was sullied in 1782 by the accusation of Joseph Warton that
it was a plagiarism of William Bellenden's (d.1633?) De tribus
luminibus Romanorum (1634), an assertion that is still disputed.
£ 250
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84) MILTON, John. Sampson Agonistes. Johannis miltoni
samson agonistes graeco carmine redditus cum versione latine. A georgio
henrico glasse a.m. aedis christi nuper alumno.
Oxonii [i.e. Oxford]. E Typographeo Clarendoniano, 1788.
8vo. xl, 266pp, [2]. With a half-title and a terminal errata leaf. First two
words of title transliterated from the Greek. Contemporary gilt-tooled
tree-calf, contrasting red morocco lettering-piece. Lightly rubbed. Marbled
endpapers, internally clean and crisp.
A handsome copy of the first edition classical scholar George Henry
Glasse's (1761-1809) translation into Greek of poet and polemicist
Milton's tragic closet drama.
ESTC T135067.
£ 200

PRESENTATION COPY
85) MORRIS, Jan. Journeys.
New York. Oxford University Press, 1984. First American
edition.
8vo. viii, 173pp, [1]. With half-title. Original
publisher's black cloth, lettered in gilt, pictorial
dustwrapper. Dustwrapper lightly toned/creased,
else fine. Presentation copy; inscribed by the author
to FFEP.
A signed first American edition of a compilation
of essays on Europe, America, and China by
Welsh historian and travel writer Jan Morris (b.
1926).
£ 150
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ORIGINAL BOARDS
86) NEWTON, Isaac. EVANS, John H. The first three sections of
Newton's principia, with an appendix; and the ninth and eleventh
sections.
Cambridge. Printed by John William Parker, University Printer. For T. Stevenson,
1837. Second edition.
8vo. [4], 95pp, [1]. Original publisher's cloth-backed paper boards,
paper lettering-piece. Slightest of rubbing to extremities, two small inkspots, else a fine copy. With pencilled annotations to p.13.
A rare survival in original boards of this uncommon nineteenthcentury student's guide to five sections of the Principia prepared
by John H. Evans, fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge.
Babson II: 008-A. Wallis 35.
£ 350

87) O'BRIAN, Patrick. Three bear witness.
London. Secker and Warburg, 1952. First edition.
8vo. 206pp. With a half-title. Original publisher's green cloth,
lettered in silver, pictorial dustwrapper. Very light shelf-wear,
dustwrapper lightly foxed, small paper repair to head of verso of
spine panel. Contemporary pencilled ownership inscription to recto
of FFEP, else internally clean and crisp.
The first edition of Patrick O'Brian's (1914-2000) third novel, the
first printed following his change of name from Richard Patrick
Russ, published in America under the title Testimonies.
£ 125
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88) PARDIES, Ignace Gaston. HARRIS, John. Short, but yet Plain
elements of geometry. Shewing How by a Brief and Easie Method, most of what is
Necessary and Useful in Euclide, Archimedes, Apollonius, and other Excellent
Geometricians, both Ancient and Modern, may be Understood.
London. Printed by E. Midwinter, for R. Knaplock...and D. Midwinter, 1705. Third edition.
8vo. [12], 164pp, [8]. With initial advertisement leaf. Contemporary panelled calf.
Rubbed, corners bumped. Pastedowns sprung, contemporary and later annotations
to endpapers, loss to FFEP, inked ownership inscription to REP 'William /
Gregson / Booke 1710', some worming - primarily confined to margins, touching
text occasionally without loss of sense.
The revised and expanded edition of this popular primer on geometry by
French Catholic Priest and Mathematician Ignace Gaston Pardies' (16361673). First printed as Elemens de geometrie in 1671, the first edition in English,
translated for the use of his students by lecturer on science John Harris (c.16661719), appeared in 1701.
ESTC T110421.
£ 250

ESTABLISHING ANGLICANISM IN AMERICA
89) PEAD, Deuel. Jesus is God: or, the deity of Jesus Christ vindicated. Being
an Abstract of some Sermons Preach'd in the Parish-Church of St. James
Clerkenwell.
London. Printed for Will. Newton, 1694. Variant of the first edition.
8vo. [16], 125pp, [1]. With initial imprimatur leaf and a cancel title leaf.
Contemporary blind-ruled sheep, rubbed with a little loss to spine.
Reducing stain to head of title, preliminaries and first 12 leaves, else a clean
and crisp copy in an unsophisticated binding. Several ink inscriptions of
'John Cain his book 1763', to verso of A1 and final leaf, later inscription of
'J.H.L. Parker, 1940' to FFEP.
A rare variant edition, with a cancel title, of an altogether uncommon
work by acclaimed preacher Deuel Pead (1647-1727), Minister of St.
James, Clerkenwell, known for high church leanings and
encouraging his congregations to bow reverently at the name of
Jesus. Pead's sermons were published with regularity between 1694 and
1719, and he is perhaps best remembered for his Annus victoriis mirabilis
(London, 1706/7), a New Years' Eve thanksgiving sermon occasioned by
the Duke of Marlborough's victories in the War of the Spanish Succession.
This present title, described as 'an abstract of some sermons Preach'd
in...St James Clerkenwell' is scripturally based on Matthew XIII, 58, and
was apparently his first published work. Pead had been, however, long
recognised as an inspiring preacher; he was one of several young
clergyman dispatched to Virginia in the seventeenth-century as part
of Henry Compton, Bishop of London's attempt to establish
Anglicanism in the New World. He served St. Peter's Parish,
Henrico, and is recorded as having preached at Jamestown in 1686.
ESTC locates a single copy of this variant, which names only William Norton as published, at Chetham's library, and only 7
copies of the original edition 'printed for George Conyers' also, (BL, Cambridge, Cambridge Trinity College, Folger, Oxford,
Pennsylvania VPD and Union Theological).
c/f Wing P961.
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90) POCOCK, I[saac]. Rob Roy Macgregor; or,
auld lang syne! A musical drama, in three acts. Founded
on the popular novel of rob roy. First performed at the
Theatre-Royal, Covent-Garden, thursday, march 12,
1818.
London. Printed for John Miller, 1818. Second edition.
[2], 80pp.
[Bound after:] MATURIN, Rev. R[obert] C[harles].
Bertram; or, the castle of st. aldobrand; a tragedy, in five
acts. London. Printed for John Murray, 1816. Fourth edition.
[10], 82pp, [4]. With a half-title and two terminal
publisher's advertisement leaves.
[And:] COLERIDGE, S[amuel] T[aylor]. A tragedy,
in five acts. London. Printed for W. Pope, 1813. Second edition.
vi, [4], 78pp.
[And:] SHEIL, Richard. The apostate, a tragedy, in five
acts... London. John Murray, 1817. First edition. x, 83pp, [7].
[Bound before:] TERRY, Daniel. Guy Mannering; or,
the gipsey's prophecy: a musical play, in three acts...
London. Printed for John Miller, 1818. Fourth edition. 60pp.
[And:] MORTON, Thomas. Columbus: or, a world
discovered. An historical play... London. Printed for W.
Miller, 1792. Second edition. [6], 66pp, [2]. Without half-title
of terminal errata leaf. ESTC T56471.
[And:] LEIGH, Richard. Where to find a friend. A
comedy... London. Printed for Whittingham and Arliss, 1815.
First edition. [2], 96pp.
[And:] The King and the Duke; or, which is which? A
farce... London. Printed for John Miller, 1814. First edition. [3],
6-44pp. Without half-title.
[And:] POCOCK, I[saac]. John of paris; a comic
opera... London. Printed for John Miller, 1814. First edition.
[3], 6-45pp, [1]. Without half-title. With an handcoloured engraved frontispiece. Unrecorded.
[And:] DIBDIN, Thomas. Past ten o'clock, and a rainy
night. A farce... London. Printed for Longman, Hurst, Rees,
Orme, and Brown, 1815. First edition. [4], 40pp.
8vo. Contemporary red half-morocco, marbled boards, spine richly gilt. Extremities lightly rubbed. Occasional inked ownership
inscriptions/annotations to title-pages, naive paper repairs to title-page of fifth bound work, lightly foxed.
£ 350
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AUTHOR'S OWN COPIES
91) [POLITICS]. [A sammelband of pamphlets and articles by H.O.
Arnold-Forster].
[1884-1886].
8vo and quarto. Contemporary blind-ruled calf, lettered in gilt.
Extremities rubbed. Very occasional light spotting, inked
ownership inscription of H. O. Arnold-Forster to FEP.
A sammelband of 11 late nineteenth-century political
pamphlets and periodical articles by, or partly by, British
politician and writer Hugh Oakeley Arnold-Foster (18551909); Secretary of State for War from 1903 to 1905 in
Balfour's Conservative government, Liberal Unionist MP
for West Belfast between 1892 and 1906.
The collection, of the author's own copies, includes What to do
and how to do it: a manual of the law affecting the housing and sanitary
condition of Londoners, with special reference to the dwellings of the poor...
(London, 1884), and "Parnellites at work," or, "a bloody assize" under
the "unwritten Law:" being a brief account of a year's campaign
conducted by the Irish National Land League (London, 1886).
[Full details of the contents available on request].
£ 650

EDITED BY POPE
92) POPE, A[lexander]. Selecta poemata italorum Qui
Latine scripserunt. Cura conjusdam Anonymi Anno 1684
congesta, iterum in lucem data, una cum aliorum Italorum
operibus, Accurante A. Pope.
Londini. Impensis J. & P. Knapton, 1740. First edition.
8vo. In two volumes. [4]. 47, [1], 53-270; [8], 252pp. Titles in
red and black. Contemporary speckled calf, morocco letteringpieces, spines richly gilt. Rubbed, splitting to spines. Armorial
bookplate of William Benson Earle to FEPs, very occasional
light dust-soiling, overall internally clean and crisp.
A new edition of Francis Atterbury's collection of NeoLatin verse, Anthologia seu selecta quaedam poemata
Italorum qui Latine scripserunt (London, 1684).
Extensively edited by Alexander Pope, with several pieces
omitted and nearly a full third of this edition newly added,
Pope was later disparaged by William Roscoe in the notes to
his edition of the Works (1824) for discarding the original
editor's preface.
ESTC T124846.
£ 200
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BOUND IN GREEN MOROCCO
93) [PSALMS - SCOTTISH CHURCH]. The psalms of david in
metre: According to the Version, approved by the Church of
Scotland, And appointed to be sung in Congregations and
Families.
Glasgow. Printed by J. & M. Robertson, 1792.
360pp. ESTC T171310.
[Bound with:] Translations and paraphrases, in verse, of several
passages of sacred scripture, collected and prepared by a
committee of the general assembly of the church of scotland, in
order to be sung in churches. Edinburgh. Printed and Sold by J.
Dickson, 1792. [4], 122pp. ESTC T91827.
12mo. Contemporary gilt-tooled green morocco, A.E.G. Lightly
rubbed. Marbled endpapers, very occasional light spotting.
A handsomely bound Georgian edition of the Psalter of
David, printed in Glasgow and authorised for use by the
Church of Scotland, together with an Edinburgh printed
edition of Kirk approved hymns for use in Presbyterian worship.
£ 150

94) QUILLER-COUCH, A[rthur]
T[homas]. The Oxford Book of English Verse 12501900.
Oxford. Clarendon Press, 1906.
8vo. xii, 1084pp. With half-title. Handsomely bound
(forHenry Sotheran & Co.) in contemporary green
morocco, richly tooled in gilt, A.E.G. Slightest of
rubbing, spine sunned. Marbled endpapers, armorial
bookplate of' Mervyn Lloyd Peel' to FEP, blank flyleaves and half-title foxed, else internally clean and
crisp.
A handsome copy of an early printing of this
influential anthology of English poetry first issued
in 1900. The collection, compiled and edited by Sir
Arthur Quiller-Couch (1863-1944), sold close to one
million copies in his lifetime. A revised edition,
extended to 1918, appeared in 1939.
£ 150
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BOUND FOR THE R.A.F.
95) [R.A.F.] T 124. Sea power.
London. Jonathan Cape, 1941. First edition, third impression.
8vo. [4], 9-252pp. With half-title. Apparently lacking two leaves of
preliminaries.
[Together with:] The R.A.F in action. London. Adam & Charles Black, 1941.
First edition, fourth impression. 22pp, [2]. With 101 photographs in
photogravure.
Handsomely bound in contemporary gilt-tooled calf, contrasting red
morocco lettering-pieces, armorial device of the 'Royal Air Force / Halton
/ Bucks. / June 1941.' to upper board of each volume, A.E.G. Very minor
wear to extremities. Marbled endpapers, prize plates of the R.A.F. 'No. 1
School of Technical Training' to both FFEPs, internally immaculate.
Two sumptuous prize bindings for the Royal Air Force training
academy of Buckinghamshire. The first work a study of British naval
strategy, both historically and during the then ongoing Second World War;
the second a depiction of the Royal Air Force during the first year of
conflict with Nazi Germany.
£ 250

BOUND BY HAYDAY
96) ROGERS, Samuel. Italy. A poem..
London. Edward Moxon, 1842.
8vo. vii, [1], 320pp. With an engraved portrait frontispiece.
Handsomely bound by Hayday in richly gilt-tooled dark green
morocco, A.E.G. A trifle rubbed. Armorial bookplate of Francis
Ferns to FEP, lightly foxed.
A sumptuously bound copy of Samuel Rogers's (1763-1855)
most renowned poetry collection, inspired by an excursion to
Italy in 1815. First printed anonymously in 1822, at the author's
own expense, the work was poorly received; Roger's had the
unsold copies destroyed and undertook extensive revisions, issuing
a lavishly illustrated edition in 1830 which proved critically and
commercially successful.
£ 150
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97) ROSCOE, William. Illustrations,
historical and critical, of the life of lorenzo de'
medici, called the magnificent; with an appendix
of original and other documents.
London. Printed for T. Cadell...and W. Blackwood,
1822. First edition.
8vo. [12], 223, [1], 168pp. With an engraved
frontispiece and three platers, one of which
folding. Contemporary half-calf, marbled boards,
contrasting black morocco lettering-piece, gilt
supra libros to upper board. A trifle rubbed.
Lightly foxed, overall a very good copy.
The first edition of Roscoe's illustrations of
the character of Lorenzo de' Medici,
intended as a supplement to his celebrated
life of the Italian statesman and arts patron.
Despite the initial success that his history enjoyed
upon its first publication in 1795, Roscoe's
scholarship had in the intervening years found
detractors. It is here that he addresses his critics
directly, stating; 'Having...endeavoured to raise a
monument worthy to his fame...I cannot remain
in silent indifference...I have there endeavoured
to secure it by additional defence, which may
keep at a distance the rude feet that would
trample on his ashes, and may secure my own
labours against similar attacks.'
£ 150

98) ROSCOE, William. The life and
pontificate of leo the tenth.
London. Henry G. Bohn, 1846. Fifth edition.
8vo. In two volumes. xxxi, [1], 502; [2],
540pp. With an engraved frontispiece to
each volume and one further engraved
plate. Attractively bound in contemporary
gilt-tooled turquoise calf, contrasting
morocco lettering-pieces, gilt device with
motto 'Sunt sua praemia laudi' to boards,
marbled edges. Marbled endpapers, slight
foxing to plates, else internally clean and
crisp.
Roscoe's life of Pope Leo X, first printed
in 1805. Though the work did not win the
same critical approval as his life of
Lorenzo de' Medici (1795) it nevertheless
ran to six editions, finding a broad
readership throughout Europe and the
Americas; indeed even the inclusion of
the Italian translation in the Index
Librorum Prohibitorum did not halt its
circulation within the Papal States.
£ 250
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99) ROSSETTI, Dante Gabriel. The collected
works of dante gabriel rossetti.
London. Ellis and Elvey, 1890.
8vo. In two volumes. xliii, [2], 528; xl, 521pp,
[1]. With half-titles. Original publisher's giltstamped navy cloth. Very slight rubbing to
extremities. Decorated endpapers, armorial
bookplates of Sir Mervyn Ll. Peel to FEPs,
internally clean and crisp. A fine set.
A sumptuous set of the collected poetical
works of Pre-Raphaelite artist Dante
Gabriel Rossetti (1828-1882); edited by his
brother William Michael Rossetti (18291919).
Sir Mervyn Lloyd Peel (1856-1929),
Conservative politician who held the offices of
Deputy Lieutenant and Justice of the Peace.
£ 200

100) [ROYAL NAVY]. [Drop-head title: The "dreadnought"].
[s.i.]. [s.n.], [s.d., 1909]. First edition.
8vo. Unpaginated. 19 leaves. With 13 monochrome photographs and
coloured illustrations pasted-in. Handsomely bound in contemporary
richly gilt-stamped navy morocco, gilt devices depicting the Royal coat of
arms and crest of the Admiralty to upper and lower boards respectively.
A trifle rubbed. Silk endpapers, internally immaculate.
A pictorial celebration praising the success of the first three years' service
of HMS Dreadnought, as well as the completion of the latest classes of
submarine and Destroyer. The record for the copy held by Cambridge
states that the book was issued with a slipcase lettered 'Inspection of the
fleet, June 12, 1909', which, along with the declaration 'Not for
Publication' above the title, would suggest this to be a volume issued to
officers of the Royal Navy to commemorate the review of the Home and
Atlantic Fleets by Edward VII.
£ 150
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101) [ROYAL NAVY VOLUNTEER RESERVE]. Wavy navy by
some who served.
London. George G. Harrap & Co. Ltd., 1950. First edition.
8vo. Limited edition of 260 copies, of which 250 for sale, this
being number 32. 263pp, [1]. With a half-title, a colour illustrated
frontispiece, and five further colour illustrated plates. Original
publisher's navy morocco, lettered in gilt, crest of the R.N.V.R.
stamped in gilt to upper board, T.E.G. Slightest of rubbing to
extremities. Marbled endpapers, near contemporary inked gift
inscription to verso of FFEP, else internally immaculate. Signed by
Lord Cunningham of Hyndhope to verso of half-title.
A limited edition, signed by Admiral of the Fleet Lord
Cunningham of Hyndhope who provides the foreword, of 28
accounts by members of the Royal Navy Volunteer Reserve of
their service during the Second World War.
£ 75

DESIGNED TO BE DISSECTED
102) SAMOUELLE, George. A nomenclature of british entomology,
or a catalogue of above 4,000 species of the classes crustacea, myriapoda,
spiders, mites and insects, alphabetically arranged, and intended as labels for
cabinets of british insects, &c. from the entomologist's Useful
Compendium.
London. Printed for Thomas Boys, 1819. First separate edition.
8vo. [2], 44pp. Printed on one side of leaf only. Contemporary half-calf,
marbled boards, gilt, marbled edges. A trifle rubbed. Armorial bookplate of
John W. Stewart to FEP, internally clean and crisp.
The first separate edition of a catalogue of entomological
nomenclature compiled by Linnean Society member George
Samouelle (d. 1846), initially printed as a part of his The entomologist's useful
compendium (London, 1819). As the author states in his prefatory
advertisement; 'The great inconvenience which Entomologists lie under for
the want of labels for their cabinets...has induced me to print a few copies of
the Index to the Compendium separately and on one side only.' He goes further,
providing instruction on the best method for cutting a label out for a
cabinet; 'place a card under the page containing the name; the name may
then be cut out with a sharp pointed pen-knife without injuring the page
beneath.'
£ 450
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103) SAUMAREZ, Rear-Admiral [Richard]. An
Introductory Key to the hieroglyphic phraseology of the old
testament; with numerous emendations, illustrated by An
Interpretation of the First Chapters of Genesis through the
medium of egyptian symbols, Extracted from Works of the most
approved Authors and supported by monumental data.
Bath. Published by James Lewis, [s.d., c.1858]. Second edition.
Quarto. vi, 48pp, [12]. Contemporary brown buckram. Rubbed,
chipping to spine, a trifle marked and discoloured. Inked
ownership inscription and library shelf-marks to FEP, FFEP and
Title-page detached, bookplate of the Bath Reference Library to
REP.
An intriguing monograph by Royal Navy officer Richard
Saumarez exploring the influence of Egyptian hieroglyphic
phraseology upon Hebrew characters and the language
structure of the Old Testament. The work concludes
remarkably abruptly mid-chapter, which the author in a prefatory
remark states is the result of expenses incurred due to a desire to
keep the cost of the publication affordable, coupled with 'feeling
himself pledged to publish' despite the issue that 'comparatively
few of the original subscribers survive'. He promises a second
part concluding the work should enough copies of this first sell
or new subscribers be found - this would not appear to have
come to fruition.
£ 200

104) SHAKESPEARE, William. The
dramatic works of Shakspeare.
London. Allan Bell and Co., 1837.
64mo. In seven volumes. Each play
has a separate title and pagination.
With 31 engraved plates, and
numerous engraved vignettes. Original
publisher's gilt-stamped salmon cloth,
A.E.G., housed in original publisher's
moire cloth slipcase. Spines sunned
and discoloured, lightly rubbed.
Internally clean and crisp.
A charming and finely printed
miniature set of Shakespeare's
plays, with volumes measuring only
95 x 55mm
£ 375
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THE EYRES & SPOTTISWOODES
105) SHAKESPEARE, William. The dramatic works of
William Shakespeare. With a glossary.
London. William White, 1852.
8vo. viii, [4], 1124pp. With an engraved portrait frontispiece.
Handsomely bound in contemporary richly gilt-tooled green
morocco, A.E.G., with original publisher's engraved gilded
wrappers bound in. Rubbed, spine sunned. Internally clean and
crisp. Inked gift inscription to recto of FFEP; '(?) Eyre / from
William Spottiswoode / New Years' day. 1852.'
An attractively bound printing of the Lansdowne edition of
the plays of Shakespeare presented by William
Spottiswoode (1825-1883) of the printing firm Eyre &
Spottiswoode, to a member of the family of his business
partner George Edward Eyre (1804-1887).
£ 250

INSCRIBED BY MAURICE BARING
106) SHELLEY, Percy Bysshe. The cenci: a tragedy in five acts.
London. C. and J. Ollier, 1821. Second edition, [i.e.g first British edition].
8vo. [5], viii-xvii, [1], 103pp, [1]. Without half-title. Handsomely bound in
contemporary gilt-tooled burgundy morocco, A.E.G. Later expertly
rebacked to style with contemporary spine panel laid-on, a trifle rubbed
and sunned. Marbled endpapers, upper hinge reinforced, armorial
bookplate of Seward Brice to FEP, inked inscription to recto of blank flyleaf; ' C & M / from / Maurice Baring / November / 1908'.
The first London edition of poet Percy
Bysshe Shelley's (1792-1822) violent and
raunchy verse drama first published in
Livorno, Italy (1819) in an edition of only
250 copies. This copy was presented as a
gift by poet and author Maurice Baring
(1874-1945).
Jackson p.567.
£ 500
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107) [SOCIETY FOR THE PROPAGATION OF THE GOSPEL]. The S.P.G. in Madagascar.
[London]. [S.P.G. Office], [c.1911]. First edition.
Oblong 8vo. [19]pp. Predominantly comprised of monochrome photographic illustrations. Original publisher's maroon printed
paper wrappers. Lightly rubbed, spine sunned, some ink-spotting to panels. Lightly foxed.
The first edition of a richly illustrated pamphlet promoting the missionary work of the Society for the Propagation of
the Gospel in Foreign Parts in Madagascar. The numerous photographs depict the daily social and spiritual routines of the
native people - with particular emphasis placed on their involvement with the church at Antananarivo.
COPAC locates a single copy (SOAS).
£ 125

PRESENTATION COPY
108) SOMERVILLE, E. OE. ROSS, Martin. In Mr Knox's
Country.
London. Longmans, Green and Co., 1915. First edition.
8vo. vii, [1], 311pp, [1]. With a half-title and eight
illustrated plates by E. OE. Somerville. Original
publisher's green cloth, lettered in gilt, white, and black.
Lightly rubbed and marked, spotting to fore-edge, corners
bumped, a trifle cocked. Lightly foxed. Presentation copy,
signed by the author to recto of FFEP and title-page.
A presentation copy of the first edition of this final
collaboration between Irish novelist Edith Oenone
Somerville (1858-1949) and her cousin Violet Martin
(1862-1915).
£ 200
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PETRARCHAN-STYLE BROADSIDES
109) [SONNETS]. Vestendo l'abito religioso fra l'esemplarissime eremitane di s. francesco di paola del porto di fermo La Saggia, e
Generosa Donzella, Signora barbara maggiori fermana. Sonetto: Il Pellegrin, che cerca estraneo lido...
Fermo. Dom. Ant. Bolis, 1767.
Single leaf broadside.
[Together with:] Vestendo l'abito religioso fra l'esemplarissime eremitane di s. francesco di paola del porto di fermo La Saggia, e
Generosa Donzella, Signora barbara maggiori fermana. Sonetto: Il Pellegrin, che cerca estraneo lido... Fermo. Dom. Ant. Bolis,
1767. Single leaf broadside.
Dimensions 330 x 430mm. Lightly creased, some marginal damp-staining/chipping.
Two eighteenth-century broadsides of Petrarchan-style sonnets relating to the Italian port of Fermo - each addressed to
Barbara Maggiori, presumably a member of the influential Maggiori family prominent in that area.
£ 200
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SOUTH SEA BUBBLE REVISITED IN 1825
110) [SOUTH SEA BUBBLE]. The south sea bubble, and the Numerous
Fraudulent Projects to which it gave rise in 1720, historically detailed as a beacon to
the unwary against modern schemes (enumerated in an appendix) equally visionary
and nefarious.
London. For Thomas Boys, 1825. Second edition, with additions.
12mo in 6s. 180pp. With engraved frontispiece and extra-engraved title, both
depicting contemporary images relating to the Bubble. Uncut, in original publisher's
attractive printed boards. Rubbed and a trifle marked, with loss to head of spine.
FFEP torn away. Armorial bookplate of James Whatman to FEP.
An unsophisticated copy of the second edition, extended with the addition of
some 37 pages of additional appendices, of a timely examination, published
in the year of the repeal of the 1720 Bubble Act, and of the first modern
financial crisis, of the delusional speculation that accompanied the
remarkable growth in value of stock of the South Sea Company in the early
eighteenth century.
First published in the same year, also by Boys, the anonymous The South sea bubble,
and the Numerous Fraudulent Projects to which it gave rise in 1720 provides a potted
history of the Bubble and reprints eight contemporary satirical verses on the matter,
alongside legal opinions, a reprinting of an 1825 London Magazine article, 'Bubbles',
and lists of the numerous loans and joint-stock companies launched in 1824-5. In
so doing, the author leaves little to the imagination in drawing a parallel between
fervent contemporary financial speculation and that of the South Sea delusion just
over a century earlier.
£ 750

THE FASQUE COPY
111) SPENCE, Joseph. Anecdotes, observations and characters, of
books and men. Collected from the conversation of Mr. Pope, and
other eminent persons of his time.
London. Published by W. H. Carpenter...and Archibald Constable and Co.,
1820. First edition.
8vo. xxxix, [1], 501pp, [1] With an engraved portrait frontispiece.
Handsomely bound in contemporary polished calf, contrasting
green morocco lettering-piece, gilt. Slight rubbing to extremities.
Foxing to frontispiece, light browning to title. From the library of
successful merchant of Scottish origin and later M.P. for Lancaster,
Woodstock and Berwick, Sir John Gladstone (1761-1851), with the
book label of his country estate Fasque to FEP, and the ink
ownership inscription; 'John Gladstone Esq. M. P. Seaforth House Dec. 24th 1820' to head of title.
The first edition of the Anecdotes of literary scholar, Joseph
Spence (1699-1768). Upon the death of Spence the executors of his
estate decided that none of the man's unpublished writings should
be printed, cancelling an agreement with James Dodsley. It was not
until Carpenter purchased original transcripts, fuller in detail than
those in possession of Spence's patron the duke of Newcastle, that
an edition was commissioned. In the interim publisher John Murray
acquired a copy of the Newcastle transcript - both he and Carpenter
raced to print, resulting in rival editions of the Anecdotes being
issued in January 1820 on, it has been claimed, the same day.
£ 125
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IN ORIGINAL PARTS
112) [SURTEES, Robert
Smith]. Plain or ringlets.
London. Bradbury and Evans, [1860]. First
edition.
8vo. In original monthly parts - 13 parts
bound as 12. With 13 hand-coloured
etched plates, and numerous woodengraved illustrations in the text, by John
Leech. Bound without 12pp publisher's
catalogue to end of Part XIII. Original
publisher's brick-red pictorial wrappers,
housed in recent custom red cloth
clamshell case. Very slight chipping and
dust-soiling
to
extremities.
Very
occasional spotting, pen trial to verso of
one plate.
A remarkably well-preserved first
edition in the original parts of novelist
and sporting writer Robert Smith
Surtees (1805-1864) comic novel of
Victorian society; embellished with
sumptuous etchings by renowned
illustrator John Leech (1817-1864).
£ 600

IN ORIGINAL PARTS
113) [SURTEES, Robert Smith]. Mr Facey
Romford's Hounds.
London. Bradbury and Evans, [1865]. First edition.
8vo. In original 12 monthly parts. With 24 handcoloured etched plates by John Leech and Halbot
Knight Browne. Original publisher's brick-red
pictorial wrappers, housed in recent custom red
morocco pull-off case by W. Root & Son of
London. Case a trifle rubbed, with bookplates of
Samuel Henry Austin and Lucius Wilmerding. Very
slight chipping to spines, upper panel of part I
detached from text-block. Internally clean and
crisp, without insert 'Note of Lever's Martin...' to
Part VI, or insert slip 'Just Published...' to Part VII.
A remarkably well-preserved first edition in the
original parts of novelist and sporting writer
Robert Smith Surtees' (1805-1864) final work.
Neither Surtees nor illustrator John Leech (18171864) would live to see the book through press Halbot Knight Browne (1815-1882), better
known by his pseudonym 'Phiz', would complete
the illustrations.
£ 650
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114) [SYDNEY HARBOUR TRUST]. The port of sydney N.S.W.
official handbook.
[Sydney]. Published by the Sydney Harbour Trust, 1913. Second edition.
8vo. 68pp. With three illustrated colour maps, three folding
monochrome photographic plates, and numerous monochrome
photographic illustrations in the text. Original publisher's green
cloth, stamped in gilt and blind, housed in drab paper slipcase.
Extremities rubbed and a trifle discoloured. Text-block working
loose of binding, occasional short tears to folding plates/maps,
with clear tape repairs to verso of one plate. Compliment slip of
the Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners loosely inserted.
An official publication by the Sydney Harbour Trust detailing
the history of the port, its contemporary trade concerns, and
rates of accommodation.
£ 125

115) [TAUNTON FAMILY?]. [Manuscript Victorian
commonplace, started in Rome?].
[s.i.]. [s.n.], [1869].
8vo. Manuscript on paper. [114]ff. Contemporary vellum stamp in gilt
and blind. Extremities discoloured and a trifle rubbed. Marbled
endpapers, internally clean and crisp.
A manuscript commonplace, inscribed and dated 'Rome 1869',
predominantly comprised of devotional extracts, with occasional diary
entries and transcripts of letters interspersed. The letters, each
addressed to Lady Taunton - referred to in accompanying annotations
as 'Mama' - combined with mentions of close relations of the Taunton
family, would suggest the owner to be Mina Francis Labouchere
(1843-1917), wife of British Army officer and courtier in the Household
of Edward VII, Sir Arthur Ellis (1837-1907); daughter of prominent
Whig and Liberal Party politician Henry Labouchere, 1st Baron
Taunton (1798-1869).
£ 200
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GRAHAM POLLARD'S COPY
116) TAYLOR, Jeremy. The great exemplar of Sanctity and Holy Life according to the Christian Institution: Described in the
History of the Life and Death of the ever Blessed jesus christ the saviour of the world. With Cnsiderations and Discourses upon
the several parts of the Story; And Prayers fitted to the several Mysteries.
London. Printed by R. Norton, for Richard Royston, 1657. Third edition.
Folio. [54], 600pp, [12]. With an engraved frontispiece, an additional engraved title-page, and 14 engraved plates by William
Faithorne. With a terminal publisher's advertisement leaf. 'The history of the life and death of the Holy Jesus' in three parts, has a
separate dated title-page for each part. Handsomely bound in near contemporary black panelled calf, contrasting red morocco
lettering-piece, spine richly gilt, A.E.G. Slightest of rubbing to extremities, slight splitting to upper joint. Marbled endpapers,
ownership inscription of 'J. J. Goodenough' to recto of front blank fly-leaf, very small marginal worm-trail to one gathering, small
hole to lower margin of leaf Pp3, light damp-staining to upper corner of latter half of text-block, very occasional spotting. The
copy of bookseller and bibliographer Graham Pollard (1903-1976), with his booklabel to FEP.
A sumptuous copy of Chaplain in Ordinary to Charles I, and Church of Ireland Bishop of Connor and Down, Jeremy
Taylor's (bap.1613, d.1667) meditative life of Christ. First printed in 1649, this third edition was the last to be revised by
Taylor personally, and includes an additional four plates not included in the second (first illustrated) edition. Taylor, much
admired for his eloquence and poetical imagination, has garnered great praise throughout the intervening centuries; with
Coleridge situating him amongst the masters of early seventeenth century literature, alongside Bacon and Milton - leading the
author to be dubbed the 'Shakespeare of Divines'.
ESTC R11726, Wing T344.
£ 1,250
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117) THOMSON, William. A practical treatise on the cultivation of
the grape vine.
Edinburgh. William Blackwood and Sons, 1871. Seventh edition.
8vo. [2], viii, 102pp. With a half-title, an 8pp terminal publisher's
advertisement catalogue, and several engraved illustrations in the
text. Original publisher's blind-stamped green cloth, lettered in
gilt. A trifle rubbed. Internally clean and crisp.
A crisp copy of William Thomson's (1814-1895) immensely
popular monograph on viticulture. Thomson, a skilled
horticulturalist, served as gardener to the Duke of Buccleuch,
establishing the Tweed Vineyards, Clovenfords - the first vineyard
in Scotland. This seventh edition includes a chapter on the
preparation of young vines for planting not found in previous
printings. First published in 1862, the work reached 10 editions by
1890.
£ 100

DESIGNED FOR THE POCKET
118) TOURRIER, J. A tourist's guide, or Dialogues on a Journey from
london to paris, by way of dover and boulogne, and back by havre and
southampton. With the elisions and intonations marked as french in spoken.
London. John Templeman, [s.d., c.1839]. First edition.
12mo. vi, 258pp. With three terminal advertisement leaves. Parallel French and
English columns. Original publisher's blind-stamped brown cloth, lettered in
gilt. Extremities lightly rubbed. Armorial bookplate of William Jones Loyd to
FEP, imprint partially erased, single instance of inked highlighting to margins,
else internally clean and crisp.
An apparently unrecorded French language phrase book intended for use
by the burgeoning Victorian tourist market, presented in a catechistical
form, with questions asked and statements made during an imagined journey
taken from London to Paris. As the author states in his prefatory remarks
regarding his intentions for the work, he 'has particularly thought of the general
dimensions of pockets, and is determined to make of it a useful and cheap
French pocket-compendium, useful to travellers, useful as a school-book,
indeed useful to all who learn French.'
We could locate no copies of this work in the usual databases.
£ 250
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QUEEN VICTORIA'S COPY FROM WINDSOR CASTLE
119) VICTORIA, Queen of Great Britain. Leaves from the journal of our life in the highlands, from 1848 to 1861. To which are
prefixed and added extracts from the same journal giving an account of earlier visits to scotland, and tours in england and ireland,
and yachting excursions. Edited by arthur helps.
London. Smith, Elder and Co., 1868. Second edition.
8vo. xv, [5], 315pp, [1]. With an engraved frontispiece, and an engraved plate. Original publisher's gilt-stamped green cloth.
Slightest of rubbing to extremities. Internally clean and crisp, armorial bookplate of Windsor Castle library to FEP, later inked
annotation to recto of FFEP.
Queen's Victoria's copy, from the library of Windsor Castle, of this selection of extracts from her Highland journal
edited by dean of the Privy Council Arthur Helps (1813-1875). This copy, presented by Elizabeth II on behalf of the Friends
of the National Libraries, was sold at Sothebys on June 15th 1960 where it was purchased by historian John Ehrman (19202011) for the sum of £55 - from whose library it was recently dispersed. A large format illustrated edition, with additional plates,
appeared the same year.
£ 450
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120) VIDA, Marco Girolamo. Marci hieronymi vidae, cremonensis, albae
episcopi de arte poetica Libri Tres, bucolica, et epistolam ad Joannem
Matthaeum Gibertum.
Oxonii [i.e. Oxford]. Typis Academicis, 1722.
8vo. [18], ix, [1], 145pp, [1]. With an engraved portrait frontispiece
and a list of subscriber's. Without half-title. Additional title-page
(dated 1722) bound in. Contemporary speckled calf, morocco
lettering-piece, gilt. Lightly rubbed, slight splitting to joints. Internally
clean and crisp.
The three books of the Horatian-influenced didactic poem De
Arte Poetica by Marco Girolamo Vida (1485-1566), Italian
humanist and cleric who served at the court of Pope Leo X and was
appointed to the Bishopric of Alba in 1532.
ESTC records copies at two locations in the British Isles (BL and
Oxford), and two further worldwide (Bayerische Staatsbibliothek and
Cornell).
ESTC T222354.
£ 125

121) VIRGIL. Les georgiques de virgile, traduites en vers
francais par de lille. Edition a laquelle on a joint le texte latin, avec
les notes et les variantes.
A Paris. Chez Bleuet, [1794].
8vo. 384pp. Parallel Latin and French text. With a half-title, an
engraved frontispiece, and four engraved plates. Bound in
contemporary tree-calf, contrasting black morocco lettering-piece,
spine richly gilt. Lightly rubbed. Inked ownership initials to FEP,
internally clean and crisp.
A handsomely bound copy of a late eighteenth-century edition
of French poet Jacques Delille's (1738-1813) translation of
Classical Roman poet Virgil's agricultural epic, the Georgics.
£ 100
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122) [VOLTAIRE], [MILLER, James], [HOADLY, John]. Mahomet the imposter. A tragedy. Taken from the manager's book at
the Theatre Royal, Drury-Lane.
London. Printed for R. Butter, [s.d., c.1790].
46pp, [2]. With an engraved frontispiece and a terminal publisher's advertisement leaf. Not in ESTC.
[Bound with:] YOUNG, E[dward]. The revenge. A tragedy... London. Printed for R. Butters, [s.d., c.1790]. 43pp, [1]. With an
engraved frontispiece. ESTC N13267.
[And:] HOME, [John]. Douglas. A tragedy... London. Printed for R. Butters, [s.d., c.1790]. 41pp, [1]. With an engraved frontispiece.
ESTC N391.
[And:] [BROWN, John]. Barbarossa. A tragedy... London. Printed for R. Butters, [s.d., c.1790]. 40pp. With an engraved frontispiece.
ESTC T21378.
[And:] JONES, Henry. The earl of essex. A tragedy... London. Printed for R. Butters, [s.d., c.1790]. With an engraved frontispiece.
37pp, [1]. ESTC N892.
[And:] SHERIDAN, T[homas]. Coriolanus; or, the roman matron. A tragedy... London. Printed for R. Butters, [s.d., c.1790]. 47pp,
[1]. With an engraved frontispiece. ESTC T34182.
[And:] LEE, Nathaniel. The rival queens; or, alexander the great. A tragedy... London. Printed for R. Butters, [s.d., c.1790]. 43pp, [1].
With an engraved frontispiece. ESTC T179007.
[And:] THOMSON, James. Tancred and Sigismunda. A tragedy... London. Printed for R. Butters, [s.d., c.1790]. 40pp. With an
engraved frontispiece. ESTC T100059.
[And:] OTWAY, Thomas. Venice preserv'd; or, a plot discover'd. A tragedy. London. Printed for R. Butters, [s.d., c.1790]. 47pp [1].
With an engraved frontispiece. ESTC T179009.
12mo. Contemporary half-calf, marbled boards, contrasting red morocco lettering-piece. Extremities worn, slight splitting to
joints. Pen-trials to blank endpapers, loss to RFEP, manuscript contents to verso of rear blank fly-leaf, small hole to lower
margin of frontispiece of first bound work, ink annotation to title-page of forth bound work, occasional spotting.
A sammelband of scarce late eighteenth-century printings of plays issued by London-based bookseller and printer R.
Butters.
£ 250
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123) WALKER, George. The cribbage player's text-book; being a new and complete treatise on the game, in all its varieties; including
the whole of anthony pasquin's scientific work on five card cribbage.
London. Sherwood, Gilbert, & Piper, 1837. First edition.
12mo. viii, 128, 8pp. With a hand-coloured engraved frontispiece and a terminal publisher's advertisement catalogue. Original
publisher's green buckram, stamped in gilt and blind, A.E.G. Extremities damp-stained, marked, and rubbed. Near contemporary
inked ownership inscription to FEP, light offsetting to title, else internally clean and crisp.
A rare survival of the first edition of professional chess player George Walker's (1803-1879) comprehensive guide to the
rules and tactics of cribbage - an adaptation and expansion of John Williams' [pseud. Anthony Pasquin] (1761-1818)
Treatise on the Game of Cribbage (London, 1791).
COPAC records a single copy (Oxford); OCLC adds one further copy (Bibliotheque nationale de France).
£ 350
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DEDICATED TO JONSON
124) WARING, Robert. Amoris Effigies: Sive, Quid Fit Amor?....
Londini, [i.e. London]. Excudebat J. Redmyane, 1671. Fifth Edition.
24mo. [14], 10, 138pp, [6]. Contemporary blind-ruled sheep, lightly rubbed, with
small incision to lower board. Upper hinge split. Early inked price of 6d to
FFEP, and eighteenth-century inscription of lawyer Newcommon Wallis to
blank-fly.
An unsophisticated copy of this popular seventeenth-century Neo-Latin
love poetry, composed by Robert Waring (c1614-1658), royalist historian.
The fifth edition of the Amoris Effigies (London, 1657), this was the third edition
to include a short dedicatory poem to playwright Ben Jonson. Wing W864.
£ 150

125) [WYNDHAM, Henry
Penruddocke]. A gentleman's tour through
monmouthshire and wales. In the Months of
June and July, 1774.
London. Printed for T. Evans, 1781. New edition.
8vo. [2], v, [1], 246pp. With an engraved
frontispiece. Contemporary half-calf, marbled
boards, contrasting red and black morocco
lettering-pieces, spine richly gilt. Rubbed,
splitting to upper joint. Armorial bookplate of
Edward Duke to FEP, offsetting to title-page,
else internally clean and crisp.
An expanded edition of a travelogue by
topographer Henry Penruddocke Wyndham
(1736-1819) recounting a short tour of
Monmouthshire and Wales undertaken in
1774. First printed in 1775, the work is primarily
concerned with the dramatic landscapes and
antiquities of the region, supplied with the
intention of persuading English tourists to visit
the area. Wyndham would undertake a second
excursion in 1777, once more revising the work this time to be published in 1781, the first edition
not to be issued anonymously.
ESTC T79435
£ 150
- FINIS -
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